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QUESTIONS FOR ORAL ANSWER

THE ASSEMBLY met at 2:00 p.m.

MR SPEAKER: This is not the time for points of
order Honourable Guma Moyo, it is for supplementary
questions.

(THE SPEAKER in the Chair)

MR GUMA: Procedure sir. I think it is too cold in here.

PRAY E R S

MR SPEAKER: You just came in. We have already
solved that issue, do not worry.
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****

QUESTIONS FOR ORAL ANSWER
QUALIFICATIONS IN THE SENIOR/
STRATEGIC POSITIONS IN THE MINISTRY OF
BASIC EDUCATION
MR N. S. L. M. SALAKAE (GHANZI NORTH):
asked the Minister of Basic Education to state:(i) the current lowest qualification in the Senior/
Strategic Management cadre of her ministry;
(ii) the current highest qualification in Middle
Management and Operational cadres of the
ministry; and
(iii) whether her ministry has a budget for upskilling
employees; is so, what was the cost of the budget
for the past five financial years.
ASSISTANT MINISTER OF BASIC EDUCATION
(MR GOYA): Good afternoon Mr Speaker. Thank you.
(i) Mr Speaker, the current lowest qualification in
the Senior/Strategic Management cadre of the
ministry is Bachelors Degree.
(ii) The current highest qualification in Middle
Management and Operational cadres of the
ministry is Doctorate in Philosophy (Phd).
(iii) Mr Speaker, my ministry has a budget for
upskilling employees. The allocations for the
previous five years are:
Years

Allocation

2012/13

P149,109,030.00

2013/14

P96,337,552.00

2014/15

P16,617,502.00

2015/16

P83,001,972.00 (MoESD)

2016/17

P36,149,539.00 (MoBE)

I thank you Mr Speaker.
MR GUMA: Point of order Mr Speaker.

STATUS OF THE COLD ROOM AND ELECTRIC
POTS AT DITSWELETSE JUNIOR SECONDARY
SCHOOL
MR S. LELATISITSWE (BOTETI EAST): asked the
Minister of Basic Education to update this Honourable
House on the status of the cold room and electric pots
at Ditsweletse Junior Secondary School for the past two
years to date; in particular:(i) when they will be installed and at what cost;
(ii) how they have been working;
(iii) whether there is any project under the Economic
Stimulus Programme (ESP) to address the
challenges at the school; and
(iv) when the school will enjoy the services of the cold
room and electric pots.
ASSISTANT MINISTER OF BASIC EDUCATION
(MR GOYA): Mr Speaker, the electric pots and the cold
room are not operational.
(i) The electric pots and the cold room have both
been installed in 2014.
(ii) Since their installation, the electric pots have
never worked because of insufficient electric
power supply. The cold room only worked briefly
after installation and has now not been working
for almost two years mainly because of the same
problem of electricity.
(iii) Mr Speaker, there is nothing planned to address
these challenges under the Economic Stimulus
Programme (ESP) but as I have already informed
this Honourable House, we are carrying out
maintenance of buildings and also power
upgrading.
(iv) We expect that a contractor will be on site before
the end of February 2018 and once the power is
upgraded, the school will enjoy the services of the
cold room and the electric pots. I thank you Mr
Speaker.
STAFF TURNOVER AT THE MINISTRY OF
ENVIRONMENT, NATURAL RESOURCES
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CONSERVATION AND TOURISM
MR N. S. L. M. SALAKAE (GHANZI NORTH):
asked the Minister of Environment, Natural Resources
Conservation and Tourism to state:(i) the ministry’s staff turnover for the financial years:
2012/2013; 2013/2014; 2014/2015; 2015/2016
and 2016/2017 respectively;
(ii) the cost of the staff turnover for the above financial
years;
(iii) the ministry’s staff turnover at strategic
management, middle management and operational
positions respectively for the same financial years;
and
(iv) the cost of the staff turnover for strategic
management, middle management and operational
positions for these financial years.
Later Date.
SHORTAGE OF LABORATORIES IN BOTETI
EAST JUNIOR SECONDARY SCHOOLS
MR S. LELATISITSWE (BOTETI EAST): asked the
Minister of Basic Education if she is aware that there is
shortage of laboratories for practical subjects in junior
secondary schools in the Boteti East Constituency; if
so:(i) which subjects at the above schools require a
laboratory;
(ii) whether there are qualified teachers for practical
subjects in Boteti East Constituency;
(iii) do these subjects have fully equipped laboratories
according to Botswana education standards;
(iv) what convinces her that students of these subjects
without laboratories have successfully completed
the syllabus without laboratory practice; and

laboratories provided are not sufficient due to
growth in enrolments and also developments in
the syllabi. Additional laboratories are desirable in
all practical subjects such that all lessons can be in
laboratories. Ideally, French, for example, would
be taught in a Language Laboratory but none of
our schools are so equipped.
(ii) All Boteti East Constituency junior secondary
schools have qualified teachers.
(iii) Mr Speaker, I am not aware of the education
standards to which the Honourable Member
refers, but all laboratories have been equipped to
carryout laboratory work and funds are provided
to schools to buy materials. I do acknowledge that
some of our machines for Design and Technology,
for example, have given us nearly 30 years service
and we plan to instigate a phased replacement of
these beginning in 2018 financial year.
(iv) Mr Speaker, since all schools have basic
laboratories for practical subjects, I am convinced
that all schools in the constituency have completed
their practical work. This is also reflected by the
schools through syllabus coverage reports.
(v) Additional infrastructure will be supplied during
school expansion programmes as funds permit
under National Development Plan (NDP) 11. I
thank you.
MR MMOLOTSI: Supplementary. Minister, I hear you
saying you are not aware which standards I am referring
to. Can you explain if you have many standards or you
have none?
MR GOYA: Thank you Mr Speaker. We have many
standards but the Honourable Member was not specific
as to which standards he is referring to. I thank you.
WAGE BILL OF SOME POSITIONS IN THE
MINISTRY OF ENVIRONMENT, NATURAL
RESOURCES CONSERVATION AND TOURISM

(v) whether the non-existent laboratories will be
constructed under the Economic Stimulus
Programme or National Development Plan and
when they will be delivered.

MR N. S. L. M. SALAKAE (GHANZI NORTH):
asked the Minister of Environment, Natural Resources
Conservation and Tourism to state the ministry’s:-

ASSISTANT MINISTER OF BASIC EDUCATION
(MR GOYA): Thank you Mr Speaker.

(i) staff complement for the financial years:
2012/2013; 2013/2014; 2014/2015; 2015/2016
and 2016/2017 respectively;

(i) Mr Speaker, all junior secondary schools in
Boteti East Constituency are provided with
laboratories for Science, Design and Technology,
Home Economics, Business Studies, Art and
Computers. I do, however, acknowledge that the
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(ii) wage bill for the above financial years;
(iii) staff complement at the strategic management,
middle management and operational positions
respectively for the same financial years; and
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(iv) wage bill for the strategic management, middle
management and operational positions for these
financial years.
Later Date.
ANNUAL BUDGET FOR DEBSWANA
OPERATIONS IN THE PAST THREE YEARS
MR S. LELATISITSWE (BOTETI EAST): asked
the Minister of Mineral Resources, Green Technology
and Energy Security to apprise this Honourable House
on the annual budget for Debswana operations in the
past three years to date and to state the following:(i) what profit share was realised as Government
share for that period and how much was disbursed
to other shareholders;
(ii) of these budgets, what percentage was reversed
for Cooperate Social Investment in Botswana and
Boteti respectively, that houses three of Debswana
mines;
(iii) from these annual budgets, how much was spent
locally, that is local procurement, as compared to
international markets; and
(iv) what programme is there to make sure that this
budget is spent locally and how has the company
shared information concerning the programmes.
ACTING MINISTER OF MINERAL RESOURCES,
GREEN
TECHNOLOGY
AND
ENERGY
SECURITY (MR MOLEFHI): Mr Speaker, it is a bit
long but I will try to read it quickly.
MR SPEAKER: How long Honourable?
MR MOLEFHI: It is eight pages long but with a big
font.
MR SPEAKER: It is too long. Honourable Molefhi, I
invoke Standing Order 38.4, give him a written answer.
MR MOLEFHI: Thank you Sir.

WRITTEN ANSWER NUMBER 11
(i) Debswana is owned 50% by Government of
Botswana and 50% De Beers, De Beers is owned
85% by Anglo American plc, company listed
in Johannesburg Stock Exchange. Profit share
realized by Government is 50%.
(ii) Debswana has an annual Corporate Social
Investment (CSI) budget of P15 million, half of
which is divided equally between Jwaneng Mine
and Orapa-Letlhakane Mines (OLDM). In line

QUESTIONS FOR ORAL ANSWER

with the Debswana CSI guidelines, the OLDM,
CSI budget supports project proposals within the
following categories:
• Education – Primary and Secondary Schools
• Small Business Development/Business Skills
training
• Arts and Culture development
• Health including
communities

HIV/AIDS

support

to

• Sports development
Over and above the annual P3 750 000 Million
that goes to OLDM, the company has in the past
three years supported the Boteti Sub District
through various legacy projects:
• Through the ‘Adopt-A-School’ initiative, P2.4
Million ‘was spent at Mokoboxane Primary.
The project included the construction of 1x3
classroom block, Administration Block and a
school library.
• Letlhakane Senior Secondary School also
benefited from the Adopt a School’ initiative
where P2 Million was used in funding
Information Communication Technologies,
school library, and sporting resources.
• Seasole Primary School also benefited through
the construction of five classrooms to the
tune of P4 Million (1x2 classroom block and
1x3 classroom block) including associated
furniture (tables and chairs).
In addition to the above, below are some of the
projects that OLDM has supported in the Boteti
Sub District through CSI in 2017:
• Boteti East Trust Cultural Festival: P100 000.00
• Tsienyane Primary School (Rakops): Bus
worth P679,000.00 for the disabled students
• Zibanani Women’s Vegetable garden (Mopipi):
P175,285.00
• Construction of ventilated pit latrines at Kedia,
Xhumo and Moreomaoto Primary Schools:
P461,700.00
• Mopipi JSS in Mopipi - replacing
malfunctioning tools of the design and
technology lab: P145,057.00
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• Breast Cancer awareness initiative: P50,000.00
• Boteti Sub District BFA affiliate Annual Sub District Football tournament: P98,000.00
(iii) Over the past three years, Debswana procurements spent split (percentages) has been as follows:
DEBSWANA SPEND FOR THE PAST 3 YEARS - ORAPA, LETLHAKANE AND DAMTSHAA
MINES
YEAR

LOCAL COMPANIES (BWP)

FOREIGN COMPANIES (BWP)

BOTSWANA
BASED

CITIZEN
OWNED

PROJECTS

GLOBAL
AGREEMENTS

2014

2,046,079,054

825,610,846

502,545,732

215,376,742

2015

2,096,453,390

845,937,332

514,918,376

220,679,304

2016

1,528,609,275

616,807,251

375,447,891

160,906,239

AVERAGE (%)

57

23

14

6

(iv) The following Citizen Economic Empowerment Policy programmes are in place to promote local
procurement:
• Local procurement – List of goods and services reserved for citizens and procurement price preferential
margins are in use
• Supplier development is delivered through the Tokafala programme and work is on-going to enhance the
programme
• Debswana requests its suppliers to employ, train citizens, develop citizen sub-contractors and to buy
materials and services locally (the commitments are contractual)
• Debswana also works with its partners to attract foreign suppliers to partner with citizens and setup locally
to strengthen its local supply base.
I thank you Madam Speaker.
WATER SCARCITY IN MOLEPOLOLE
DR T. O. MMATLI (MOLEPOLOLE SOUTH): asked the Minister of Land Management, Water and Sanitation
Services to state:(i) plans, if any, that his ministry has put in place to address the current water scarcity in Molepolole whilst
awaiting connection to the North-South Water Carrier Pipeline (NSC); and
(ii) when the village will be connected to the NSC.
ASSISTANT MINISTER OF LAND MANAGEMENT, WATER AND SANITATION SERVICES (MR
MOIPISI): Thank you Mr Speaker.
(i) Mr Speaker, my ministry is aware of water scarcity in Molepolole village and indeed across the country.
In that regard my ministry has embarked on a strategy to expedite implementation of projects by relooking
at sequencing of projects and resourcing of project structures, thereby bringing project time lines closer.
Molepolole village will benefit from this exercise. The strategy will include addressing of water losses

4
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due to dilapidated infrastructure in Molepolole
and is envisaged to be completed by December
2017. At the moment the situation of water
scarcity is addressed through rationalisation of
water between different wards in Molepolole.
Furthermore, Mr Speaker, my ministry has plans
to equip six boreholes at Malwelwe wellfield to
facilitate conjunctive use from wellfields and the
North-South carrier.
(ii) Construction of the North-South Carrier pipeline
is anticipated to be completed in 2020 and
Molepolole village will be connected then. I thank
you Mr Speaker.
DR MMATLI: Supplementary. Mr Minister, this issue
about six boreholes that will be equipped is not new,
even last year you said you are planning to equip six
boreholes. When is this going to be done really, because
you have been planning to do it for a long time? You are
not saying this for the first time. Secondly, in the last
parliament sitting I asked you; since you have diverted
water from Molepolole to Thamaga and so on, when are
you going to connect Molepolole? You said in your own
words, you are going to connect…
MR SPEAKER: Short question Honourable Member.
DR MMATLI: You are going to connect Molepolole
by the end of this year. Now you are saying 2020,
what exactly are you saying? What is wrong with you
Minister?
MR SPEAKER: I do not like how you ended your
sentence with, “what is wrong with you?” What kind of
language is that?
HONOURABLE MEMBERS: … (Murmurs)…
MR SPEAKER: We do not speak to each other like that
in this House Honourable Dr Mmatli. We are Honourable
Members. Could you please withdraw those words?
DR MMATLI: Okay, why is it that your answers are all
over the place Honourable Minister and not consistent?
MR MOIPISI: Thank you Mr Speaker. Yes, indeed the
connection of six boreholes at Malwelwe wellfields is
not a new idea, we talked about it last year. You would
understand Honourable Member that to connect water,
there have to be digging of boreholes first and they were
dug in Malwelwe to connect to Molepolole. First, the
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) is made; this
is what took time and delayed the water connections.
We hope that in February 2018, we will be done with
the Environmental Impact Assessment so that we start
extracting the water. You also asked me last year about
what is causing the delay or have we diverted water?

QUESTIONS FOR ORAL ANSWER

We did not divert water. As I said last year, we are
connecting the pipes from Mmamashia to Mononyane
after passing Metsimotlhabe along the Molepolole
road. The pipes that supply water from Mononyane to
Thamaga are already fitted and the next connection will
be to Moshupa and Kanye. Thamaga is currently getting
water from Molepolole but once the Thamaga gets the
water supply from Mononyane, we will isolate the pipes
from Molepolole. So, our story has not changed from
what we said last time. By April next year, there will
be water in Thamaga, in which we will be isolating the
pipes to Thamaga in order to improve the situation in
Molepolole. I thank you Mr Speaker.
MR SPEAKER: What do you mean by to isolate? Why
don’t you just say that you will shut down the pipes that
supply from Molepolole?
HONOURABLE MEMBER: …(Inaudible)…
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Further supplementary.
MR SPEAKER: Last one Honourable Mmatli.
DR MMATLI: Further supplementary. Thank you
Honourable Minister. Now you have introduced
uncertainty in your answer; you said you are still
conducting EIA and the outcome of these assessments
could be that the boreholes cannot be dug and I hope
that will not be your response next time. How certain
are you Honourable Minister that in your second
statement the boreholes will indeed be dug and when
this will happen? Secondly, Honourable Minister, you
are talking as if you are the one who initiated the…
MR SPEAKER: Honourable Member, try to be brief
because there are more questions to be looked at.
DR MMATLI: He is speaking as if he started the carrier
pipeline from up north and later realised that they first
need to connect water to Thamaga. In the various State
of the Nation Addresses by the President and speeches
by the Minister of Finance and Economic Development
it was stated that Molepolole will be supplied with water
first before other areas. Now you have diverted it from
Molepolole to Thamaga; why did you do that?
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Point of order.
MR SPEAKER: No, Mother of the House, at this point
I will not accept any points of order.
HONOURABLE MEMBERS :…(Murmurs)…
MR MOIPISI: Thank you, thank you…
HONOURABLE MEMBER: On a point of order.
MR SPEAKER: Mother of the House, I will only allow
supplementaries.
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MR MOIPISI: Thank you Mr Speaker. No, Honourable
Mmatli…
HONOURABLE MEMBERS: …(Murmurs)…
MR MOIPISI: How can I argue with what Mr Speaker
says?
MR SPEAKER: You may continue Honourable
Member.
MR MOIPISI: Honourable Dr Mmatli, the water
was not diverted. We are saying that we are supplying
water to Mononyane from Mmamashia and from there
another pipe will supply Thamaga which will also go
to Moshupa and Kanye, once completed the other one
will go to Molepolole. There is nowhere where it shows
that we have deviated from what we were talking about;
water will eventually reach Molepolole as per the plan.
We did not divert anything Honourable Member.
With regard to question two about the Environmental
Impact Assessment (EIA), surely I cannot anticipate the
outcome of the EIA. I am constrained to say what the
EIA will recommend. I thank you.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Further supplementary.
MR SPEAKER: No Sir, go for a site visit with the
Minister with regard to those pipes so that you dialogue
looking at them, maybe that is when you will understand
each other better.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Yes, maybe that way it
could work.
MR SPEAKER: Honourable Moipisi, arrange with the
Honourable Member so that you do a site visit to those
pipes and finalise your issue.
GOVERNMENT LOW SALARY SCALES OF A
AND B
MR H. G. NKAIGWA (GABORONE NORTH):
asked the Minister for Presidential Affairs, Governance
and Public Administration:(i) what plans are in place to do away with the
Government salary scales A and B; and
(ii) how are the officers expected to live on such low
salaries.
ASSISTANT MINISTER FOR PRESIDENTIAL
AFFAIRS,
GOVERNANCE AND
PUBLIC
ADMINISTRATION (MR KWEREPE): Thank you
Mr Speaker.
(i) Mr Speaker, Government salary scale A and
B grades are based on the Patterson Decision
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Making Job Evaluation, that is currently in use
and goes from scale A up to F scale. The functional
responsibilities of these two grades have not
changed to warrant any changes in their grading
and therefore, the two scales are still considered
relevant.
(ii) Mr Speaker, the Patterson model looks at the
complexity of decision making for each job.
Therefore, the current salaries for the affected
cadres are based on the job content. The salary
scales in question are for the jobs which are
defined and operational in nature with limited
decision making. It should be further noted that
the salary scales also reflect the relativities across
the entire pay structure.
Mr Speaker, my ministry through the Directorate
of Public Service Management (DPSM), is in the
process of reviewing the Public Service salary
structure with its associated allowances and
performance management.
Mr Speaker, I should also indicate that over and above
the basic salary, Government pays structures like
housing and upkeep and has also to put in place schemes
to cushion employees’ salaries. Thank you.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Supplementary.
MR SPEAKER: You come late and immediately ask
for a supplementary. Had you not made it in time, who
was going to ask it for you?
MR NKAIGWA: Supplementary. Thank you Mr
Speaker, my apologies for coming late. Thank you
Honourable Minister. I would like to know that when
someone is on A scale, the lowest A scale which A3,
how much exactly do they earn? The amount you will
mention Honourable Minister, in your observation
is it an amount that someone can make a livelihood
from? What is your take looking at the fact that your
Government is continuing to buy Ministers luxury cars,
yet we still have employees who are getting such low
salaries?
MR KWEREPE: Thank you Honourable Member.
What I am saying is that we are much aware that we are
supposed to review employees’ salaries based on those
scales which we are currently using.
The one on Ministers being bought luxury cars; no they
are not luxury cars, they are just ordinary cars like any
other vehicle which the Honourable Member is driving.
It is not the way you think. The important thing is that
your concern with regard to public service employees’
salaries should be taken care of, that is why we are
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doing some research. When I answered this question
yesterday, I said by 2017 we shall have instituted a
commission which will look into their salaries.

(iv) if he is aware that the Sowa Master Plan project
which was supposed to start during the 2015/16
financial year has not started.

MR SPEAKER: The last one Honourable Mmolotsi.

Later Date.

MR MMOLOTSI: Supplementary. Honourable
Minister, explain to us how many times this A scale
salary goes into the housing allowance for Minister
which is P13 500?

NUMBER OF YOUTH TOURISM BUSINESSES
IN THE MAKGADIKGADI MANAGEMENT
AREA

MR KWEREPE: I do not know Honourable Member
of Parliament, what I know for sure is that the salary is
indeed very low, that is why I am saying we will do a
review. As to how many times into that one does the A
scale go, we shall look into it. Thank you.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Supplementary Mr
Speaker.
MR SPEAKER: I am not going to allow any more
supplementary questions.
INDEBTED CIVIL SERVANTS
MR H. G. NKAIGWA (GABORONE NORTH): asked
the Minister of Finance and Economic Development:(i) to state the amount of debt owed by civil servants;
(ii) if he is aware that low salaries and soaring
economic conditions have led to high levels of
debt by civil servants;
(iii) whether it is healthy for a nation to have heavily
indebted citizens; and
(iv) what is being done to address this situation and to
empower citizens on financial literacy.
Later Date.
SUPPLY AND DISTRIBUTION OF WATER IN
BOTSWANA
MR P. MAJAGA (NATA-GWETA): asked the
Minister of Land Management, Water and Sanitation
Services:(i) when the water crisis will be resolved in Botswana;
(ii) if he will consider decentralisation of water
distribution in the future by engaging the
Department of Water Affairs to assist in other
regions and parts of the country;
(iii) when the loan obtained from International Bank
for Reconstruction and Development will be put
to use to speed up the supply and distribution of
water across the country; and

MR P. MAJAGA (NATA-GWETA): asked the Minister
of Environment, Natural Resources Conservation and
Tourism to state:(i) the number of businesses that are located in the
Makgadikgadi management area;
(ii) the number of youth businesses located in the area;
(iii) if there is any land bank available for the tourism
business in the Makgadikgadi area; and
(iv) whether any funds are available in the form of
grants to help trusts or youth ventures/project
formations in the area.
Later Date.
VALUE OF GOVERNMENT TENDERS
AWARDED TO SOME COMPANIES IN THE
MINISTRY OF INFRASTRUCTURE AND
HOUSING DEVELOPMENT
MR H. G. NKAIGWA (GABORONE NORTH):
asked the Minister of Infrastructure and Housing
Development to state the value of Government tenders
awarded to the following companies in his ministry
from 2007 to date:(i) Estate Construction;
(ii) Bango Trading;
(iii) Bothakga Burrow; and
(iv) Cul De Sec.
MINISTER OF INFRASTRUCTURE AND
HOUSING DEVELOPMENT GOVERNMENT
(MR MOLEFHI): Mr Speaker, my ministry has not
done any project with both Estate Construction and
Bango Trading during the period 2007 to date.
With regard to Bothakga Burrow, my ministry utilised
their services on two projects namely:
(i) Pre contract services for Civil/Structural
Engineering for Moeng College refurbishment in
all facilities on campus in 2014 at a cost of P1,
234, 238. 70.
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(ii) Proposed expansion of Roads Training Centre
(RTC); Pre and Post – Contract Civil & Structural
Engineering Consultancy Services in 2007 under
the then Ministry of Works and Transport at a cost
of P 691, 686.88
Cul De Sac on the other hand Mr Speaker, was awarded
seven projects namely;
(i) Construction of seven town houses at Village
(Extension 15), Gaborone in 2011. This was
awarded by Department of Housing under the then
Ministry of Lands and Housing at a cost of P 11,
437, 553.57.
(ii) Advance infrastructure works and nine blocks of
flats at Mogoditshane Senior
Secondary
School in 2013 at a cost P 4, 496, 747.76.
(iii) Works contract for the proposed renovations to 25
Parliamentary flats at Parliamentary Village East
Wing Gaborone in 2014 at P 12, 994, 016.80
(iv) Works contract for the erection, completion
and maintenance of guard house & supply,
installation & commissioning of generator set
for the Department of Broadcasting Services at
Mahalapye, Morale and Chadibe in 2014 at a cost
of P 3, 896, 541.60.
(v) Works contract for the erection, completion
and the maintenance of guard house & supply,
installation & commissioning of generator set
for the Department of Broadcasting Services at
Jwaneng and Senyamadi in 2014 at a cost of P 2,
530, 494.40.
(vi) Works contract for the erection, completion
and the maintenance of guard house & supply,
installation & commissioning of generator set
for the Department of Broadcasting Services at
Serowe and Maope in 2014 at a cost of P 2, 765,
694.40.
(vii) Mechanical works on Proposed Extension,
completion and maintenance of Kachikau Clinic
in 2015, where Cul De Sac was engaged as a
nominated subcontractor at a cost of P 6, 139,
848.14.
The projects for Cul De Sac as listed above, gives a
combined value of P44, 410,896.67. I thank you Mr
Speaker.
DR P. BUTALE: Supplementary. Minister, with regard
to Cul De Sac and the long list of projects that they were
awarded, is it a suggestion that this company is so good
that all the projects that they get from Government, they
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finish them within budget and within the specified time?
How do you explain the fact that one company would
be awarded so many projects in such a short period of
time?
MR MOLEFHI: Mr Speaker, projects were allotted
over different years and like I have said, the other one
was in 2011, 2013, 2014, 2014, 2014. It means that it
was competing against other companies. If the company
conformed to the procurement rules as set by the Public
Procurement and Asset Disposal Board (PPADB), then
there is no how the company could not be given work to
do. The only important thing is that when the contractor
did not do a good job, then we could do an after activity
report to the PPADB so that next time when there is
a tender, the company should not be allowed to bid.
Thank you.
DR P. BUTALE: Supplementary. I thank you Minister.
We were in this very House yesterday when another
Minister told us how the same company abandoned
projects. This is the same company again that was
awarded the refurbishment of Members of Parliament
flats, which are in a bad state now. Over the years as
you gave them the projects, did you not look at their
performance?
MR MOLEFHI: Mr Speaker, I just said that at the
end of every project there is an end of activity report,
from the contractor as the government, because we
subcontract private sector to supervise works for us, at
the end of each of these projects, they are expected to
write an end of activity report. It is on the basis of that
report that we can deny any contractor any new works
based on their past performance. In the absence of a
report indicating that this particular company has let us
down despite assistance from point A to point B, we are
unable not to award when they indeed qualify...
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Further supplementary.
MR MOLEFHI: Therefore, Mr Speaker, yes, it is true
that in some instances the issues that the Honourable
Member raises are true. I will not use the privilege of
Parliament to go into specific details because some of
the matters are likely to go to court because action has
been taken against some of these contractors. There are
actions that we have taken as a Ministry against the
company on some of the projects and very soon this
information will be in the public domain because the
media is listening and if I go into greater detail…
HONOURABLE MEMBER: No, we also want to
know.
MR MOLEFHI: No Sir, like I said, there are actions…
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HONOURABLE MEMBER: Are you afraid of the
media?

Nkaigwa was on the floor and he is left with 20 minutes
and 18 seconds. Honourable Nkaigwa, the floor is yours.

MR MOLEFHI: No, I am not afraid of the media.
There are actions Mr Speaker which we have already
instituted but I do not want to dwell much on it lest I
divulge much information on them.

MR NKAIGWA (GABORONE NORTH): Thank
you Mr Speaker. Yesterday I was still talking about the
good things we enjoyed. It is important to acknowledge
our failures and indicate that we could have done much
better than what we have done.

MR BOKO: Further supplementary. Minister, are
you telling this House that in the time period that you
have mentioned in which this particular company was
awarded these many projects, there has been no report
averse to this company in relation to their performance,
in this entire period? That is the first. The second is, in
view of the fact that you seem to be having problems
with this company…
MR SPEAKER: Honourable Boko, be brief. I want
supplementary questions and not debate.
MR BOKO: In view of the problems that you yourself
has mentioned which will result most likely in litigation,
what explanations do you have for this company still
being the darling of your ministry in terms of the award
of projects?
MR MOLEFHI: Mr Speaker, as far as I am aware, they
have not been awarded any new project in the recent
past. These projects that I have articulated were the last
projects in the last two financial years. The outstanding
works are from the previous contracts, therefore, any
report in our possession will be forwarded to PPADB as
part of our regular brief and submission...
HONOURABLE MEMBER: … (Inaudible)…
MR MOLEFHI: No, I am talking about the projects
which are challenged…
MR SPEAKER: No, Honourable Minister do not
address side remarks.
MR MOLEFHI: Yes Sir the reports will be forwarded
to PPADB for future reference. Thank you Sir.
MR BOKO: … (Inaudible)…
MR SPEAKER: No, Honourable Boko, why did you
not respond if you have all the information, rather than
making that comment when the Minister has responded?

RESPONSE TO THE PRESIDENT’S
SPEECH
Motion
(Resumed Debate)
MR SPEAKER: We are resuming the debate on this
Motion. When we adjourned yesterday, Honourable

In Botswana, unemployment is more prevalent in
Gaborone North. From Ledumang, Block 8, Phiring,
Tsholofelo, Sebele and even in Phakalane where the
Ministers stay, their children are not working. Our
children are hooked on drugs.
MR MMOLOTSI: Clarification. Honourable Nkaigwa,
do I understand you well when you say Ministers’ s
children in Phakalane are not working, are you referring
to these Ministers?
MR NKAIGWA: Honourable Member, the Ministers’
children are not working. You will realise that it is really
tough when a Minister fails to find a job for his or her
child.
Maybe corruption can be a better option rather than
having your child sell drugs to survive. We have a
problem in Phakalane, Honourable Member because of
unemployment.
MR GUMA: Procedure. Mr Speaker Sir, the Honourable
Member is implying that some of us are asking our kids
to sell drugs. He is imputing improper motives. Can you
please give us an example…
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Or withdraw.
MR GUMA: …or withdraw that.
MR SPEAKER: Honourable Nkaigwa, what were you
saying? I did not get the point you mentioned on drugs.
MR NKAIGWA: Mr Speaker, I was explaining that
it would be better to find your child employment than
encourage him or her to sell drugs. That is what I was
saying.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: … (Inaudible)…
MR NKAIGWA: No, you can check it in the Hansard,
that is what I said.
MR SPEAKER: Alright, proceed.
MR NKAIGWA: Mr Speaker, our children who stay in
rural areas are not working. The BDP Government uses
their unemployment to lure them with money to follow
their party. That is very sad and we do not want that in
our country.
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Botswana is a rich country. Mr Speaker, we do not want
to be in a position where the immense wealth of this
country is not used to create employment. We have
shared so many ideas. President Boko and President
Ndaba have shared so many ideas on what can be done
to create jobs in this country. The BDP Government
is still lagging behind to even create a call centre
Honourable Makgato. Our graduates from University of
Botswana (UB) and Limkokwing, if you were to engage
them on international call centres, do you not think it
would create employment opportunities for them?
What does it take for Botswana to create call centres of
international standard? It does not take anything. You
are investing in the infrastructure, why is it so hard to do
that? Unemployment is still on the rise. We have talked
about waste management …

for change to take place in this country. I believe that this
country deserves better. It needs better leadership which
can ensure job creation after our children graduates.

HONOURABLE MEMBER: Point of order.
Honourable Venson where are you going, I am talking
about you.

HONOURABLE MEMBERS: … (Murmurs) …

MR SPEAKER: Honourable Kgoroba, what is your
point of order?
MR KGOROBA: Point of order. Mr Speaker, I am
worried about elders such as Honourable Venson whom
we are supposed to learn from as newbies in Parliament.
Such people attend Parliament for ten minutes and
leave. Who will teach us when the elders do not stay in
Parliament?
MR SPEAKER: No, Honourable Kgoroba, that is not
a point of order. You are just provoking Honourable
Moitoi, no one has stopped you from leaving. Proceed
Honourable Nkaigwa.
MR NKAIGWA: Mr Speaker, the rate of
unemployment is worse than in all the years. I believe
that Government has failed to create employment for
the youth. When you consider the Manifesto of the
Botswana Democratic Party (BDP), priority number
one is to create employment for Batswana. If you can
ask them right now where those jobs are, no one can
answer you. We have seen companies such as BCL and
others closing down. Government retrenching people
from work and not hiring. We have seen Government
engaging youth in slavery programmes of volunteering.
This country belongs to God and we should therefore
use what God has given us properly so that it may profit
the residents of this country. That is why God is not
happy that you are in power. If he was happy, confusion
of this magnitude would not exist.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: … (Inaudible) …
MR NKAIGWA: President Boko I pray that we may
work together to dethrone BDP. It will take God not BDP
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All my younger siblings who went to Limkokwing are
not working. Moreover, how can they be employed
when their surname is Nkaigwa. Maybe if their last
name was Makgato, they could be employed at the
Ministry of Health and Wellness.
HONOURABLE MEMBERS: … (Laughter!) …
MR SPEAKER: Honourable Nkaigwa, you are out of
order, withdraw that. Honourable Nkaigwa, withdraw
that, you are out of order.
MR NKAIGWA: I withdraw it Mr Speaker.

MR NKAIGWA: Economic Stimulus Programme
(ESP) is not working for us Mr Speaker. Some projects
under ESP commenced but are not bearing much fruit.
Some people have benefitted more than Batswana in this
ESP. There are talks that this ESP was made for certain
people who were recipients of these projects. Batswana
were told to register companies and indeed they spent
their entire time at Registrar of Companies to do that.
Batswana… (Interruption) … borrowed money from
cash loans to register companies …
HONOURABLE MEMBER: … (Inaudible) …
MINISTER OF HEALTH AND WELLNESS (MS
MAKGATO): Point of order. Yes, I come late and talk.
I am a Minister, I was working while you were being
unproductive.
HONOURABLE MEMBERS: … (Laughter!) …
MS MAKGATO: Honourable Speaker, thank you for
giving me the opportunity…
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Point of order.
MS MAKGATO: They cannot be called out all at the
same time.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: You are out of order.
MR SPEAKER: Wait Honourable Makgato.
Honourable Ntlhaile, please do not do that again. When
you press the microphone it records. Please do not do it
again. Proceed Honourable Makgato.
MS MAKGATO: I take that this House would be out of
order if we can allow the Honourable Member holding
the floor to tell Batswana that the Economic Stimulus
Programme (ESP) was done for some people without
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providing the evidence thereto. It is an allegation, he is
imputing, unless he has evidence to that effect to tell us
who ESP was done for, then he must withdraw that.

you tell us about bootlicking, in what relation? I knew
this was the reason you are not joining the Alliance for
Progressives (AP).

MR SPEAKER: Order! Order! Honourable Boko
and Honourable Ntlhaile calm down. If Honourable
Nkaigwa is out of order, those who heard him should
call him to order. Honourable Nkaigwa, since you
know that ESP was done for local companies why are
you not saying that? Why are you saying something
that you know will need you to produce evidence? You
know very well, why are you not stating facts as they
are Honourable Member and proceed with your debate
without being interrupted?

MR SPEAKER: Order! Honourable Members relax.
I do not understand. Honourable Nkaigwa is talking
about the State of the Nation. He was still talking about
ESP and I do not know why you keep derailing off topic.
You have been debating well and later said something
that made them interrupt you. Get back to your debate
Honourable Member and say what you want to say.

HONOURABLE MEMBER: …(Inaudible)...
MR SPEAKER: No Honourable Boko, do not derail
another Member.
MR NKAIGWA: Thank you Mr Speaker, I withdraw.
Basically what I am saying is that ESP has benefitted
some companies more than others. I could mention
those companies but I choose not to.
MINISTER OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT AND
RURAL DEVELOPMENT (MR TSOGWANE): On
a point of procedure. Mr Speaker, I think you made it
very clear and for an intelligent man like the Honourable
Member, he should be able to grasp what you were
saying quickly and more clearly. I do not understand why
he wants to change the taste of salt because he is saying
exactly what he has said. If there are companies which
have benefitted more than others, can he come up with
the names of those companies? With ESP Mr Speaker,
we know clearly that all companies were supposed to
benefit equally, not to have others which must benefit
more. We have guidelines that people should not grade
jobs from different areas for ESP, that is the principle.
MR SPEAKER: Order! Do not waste time for debates.
I was trying to tell him that he should not speak like he
wants to name those companies that the ESP was made
for. He said some companies have benefitted more than
others. But I take that this is generally how things are,
when you are competing, someone will win, I do not
want to debate, proceed.
MR NKAIGWA: Thank you Mr Speaker. Mr Speaker,
bootlicking is a disorder. It is a wrong spirit.
MR TSOGWANE: On a point of order. I think the
man is becoming more and more dull by day, I do not
know. That is why he cannot even see where the wind is
blowing. That is why he is left with a party that he does
not even know where it belongs. The man is becoming
dull, what bootlicking, in what relation? Haskins can

MR NKAIGWA: Thank you Mr Speaker. I want to
indicate that if there is anything that this Government
has failed on is the issue of soldiers. Soldiers and the
police have been promised that their conditions of
service would be reviewed and I do not know how
many years that has been. When Honourable Members
like Honourable Keorapetse bring Motions to this
House, they will be stopped and told that the Minister is
working on it. When will they be reviewed because this
has been going on? It does not start now. I am a Member
of Parliament whose constituency has soldiers and
police officers. They tell us how this Government is ill
treating them and they say that what you see happening
in other countries will someday happen here. If there
are people whom Government does not care about are
the public officers of this country. When Government
increases the public service salaries by three or four
per cent you wonder how that can benefit them when
inflation is at eight per cent or nine per cent. Is there a
correlation? It does not correlate at all and that is why
the public service officers are in so much debt. I do not
know what can be done to free them from debts which
came as a result of this Government that does not care
about them.
Mr Speaker, the other thing that hurts me is that we
have long talked about the Gaborone North Suburb,
asking Government if it is possible to have people in
Gaborone who do not have access to portable water.
They do not have water. I wonder which people this
Government is representing because it cares more
about animals than people. Mr Speaker, as I speak,
people in Gaborone North do not have water. These
people do not seem to be living in the city. There is no
tarred road, and they use dusty roads. Those people are
affected by crime because when we request for a police
station or the extension of the police satellite that was
built there, it seems impossible. Residents of Gaborone
North are Batswana like all Batswana, they deserve
better from this Government. They vote in elections as
well and we always see Members of the BDP going to
campaign there. So I request that government should
take responsibility and ensure that people of this area
are also assisted.
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Before I conclude, I would like to make a request and
I wish His Honour, the Vice President could be here so
that I appeal to the leaders who will be taking over in
2019 because the churches in Botswana are not pleased
with the Government interfering with their plans. The
current Government has waged a battle against pastors.
They have made themselves judges but the word of God
says we are not judges. The Government is not in power
to come and judge churches on how they should preach
the gospel, still on that it is not upon the Government to
teach people on how much money they should offer in
their churches. It is not the obligation of the Government
to choose pastors who can enter these country and those
that cannot enter. That is not good thing for us a nation,
you are cursing yourselves and this nation.
As a nation we believe it is upon the Government to
ensure that churches have places of worship. Therefore,
that is not the case in our country because we see most
of the churches around worshiping under trees. Some of
these churches are very old churches like St John and
St Paul, they have been in this country from a way back
but still they still worship under trees. Our Government
is against these new churches because they reveal the
truth. We can never deny what God has already said,
God has already written the truth, you are not the one to
tell us what to say, God is the one who can tell us what
to say. Even though this Government may reject change,
God has already declared things that no man can deny.
Things are going to go according to the will of God
Our wish as the church of Botswana is for the
Government which will be taking over in 2019 to make
a house of religion for us. The reason why I request this
is because you cannot separate God from the country `s
leadership. We need this House for spiritual advice just
like the way we have been asking for advice from the
House of Chiefs; appreciating our traditional leaders.
We should also acknowledge the fact that church has a
great influence in development of a country. Churches
teach people love, unity and giving and that is why I say
a serious Government is the one which takes churches
seriously. So, if churches in this country still worship
under trees and in warehouses it means this Government
is not taking the church seriously. Let us help churches
Hounorable Makgatho and allocate them land. You took
a very big piece of land just next to Motswedi School
and allocated it to a Tanzanian company. However, one
will wonder why that particular land was not given to
churches or allocated as residential plots. Imagine the
situation of land crisis that we have in Gaborone and
we take 20 hectares and give it to foreigners. That
was not a good plan at all I believe we can do better
as the opposition than what you doing right now. As
members of different constituencies in Gaborone we
had requested the Government to help us to connect a
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sewer line to help our constituents in Gaborone north
and an attempt was made and the sewerage system was
constructed. However, after constructing that sewerage
system, Batswana are now not connected to it. They still
use pit latrines which we all know are a health hazard.
Our request is for this Government to help Batswana
with money to connect to the sewer line. We not saying
you should give them money, we are saying that you
can give an advance, so that they can be able to connect
water system toilets. This will help to relieve the Capital
city from this bad smell that is all over. It is a pity
because the whole city smells badly even though some
of us here stay at Phakalane suburbs, but still there is
smell in Phakalane unless you tell me you are used to
that bad smell. I do not tolerate bad smell and I do not
wish for my voters to be subjected to that kind of smell.
MR SPEAKER: Where does that bad smell emanate
from Honourable Nkaigwa?
MR NKAIGWA: I believe if we are a serious
Government, with serious leaders who take themselves
seriously, Honourable Guma Moyo would not be
subjected to such a bad smell at Phakalane.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: …(Inaudible)…
MR NKAIGWA: If ever that smell is perfume, it is a
Botswana Democratic perfume that I do not condone. It
is a perfume that Batswana do not tolerate.
MR SPEAKER: Honourable Nkaigwa, can you be in
order.
MR NKAIGWA: I want to condemn this BDP
government Mr Speaker. BCL was closed by the
Government, promising to pay the employees and even
up to now they have not been paid their retrenchment
packages. This is a Government that is not concerned
about welfare of nation, they allowed the liquidator
to take money that was supposed to pay retrenchment
packages of BCL workers to pay Water Utilities
Corporation WUC. Their priority was paying WUC
and Barclays not many workers at BCL. What kind of
Government is this one that does not care about the lives
of people?
I believe if ever this was a serious Government
that is concerned about the welfare of their people
those workers could have been paid their 12 months
retrenchment packages and benefits like His Honour,
the Vice President had promised when he addressed a
meeting in Selibe Phikwe. Mr Speaker I believe one
thing that the Government is doing well in this country
is that she is continuing to do…. The reason why I spoke
about Deuteronomy 3 yesterday is because foreigners
are going to keep on flocking into this country but when
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you are not serious; with this leadership that is not
serious, they are going to lend you money and end up
ruling you. You shall become slaves in your own land.
This is what we see happening in Botswana.
Currently all the retailing business sell plastics to
Batswana. These are the same plastics that when they
charge items bought they have already included the
cost of packaging in the product, but the Government
of Botswana Democratic Party is just praising that.
They just enjoy the monopoly of foreigners taking
money from Batswana because they enjoy bribery from
these foreigners. If these foreign companies give them
something, Honourable Kgathi is just fine. Can you
survive by bribery all the time and became a beggar all
the time?
MR SPEAKER: Honourable Nkaigwa, order! You
are out of order, when you keep taking swipes at
Honourable Kgathi. Withdraw those words that you said
about Honourable Kgathi.
MR NKAIGWA: I withdraw Mr Speaker. I was saying
let us not turn to be beggars in our native land. Let these
foreigners who came to our country to make business
that could be done by Batswana like making plastics,
some of these businesses… I do not think the retailing
business needs an expatriate to come from China and
Bangladesh to come and teach us how to sell sweets and
chips.
MINISTER OF DEFENCE, JUSTICE AND
SECURITY (MR KGATHI): Point of order. Mr
Speaker, you are so respectful and it would be demeaning
the stature of this House when you give a Member an
instruction to withdraw some words and they decide to
ignore you like that.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: …(Inaudible)…
MR KGATHI: What is he removing? We do not say I
remove, we say I withdraw
MR SPEAKER: No, but I heard him saying he is
withdrawing.
MR NKAIGWA: I do not know whether if you are the
Minister overseeing the Police you are allowed to come
intoxicated in Parliament?
MR SPEAKER: Order! Honourable Nkaigwa no! Do
not speak about Honourable Kgathi like that. I can see
that you have finished your debate so let us agree that
you are done before you make idle talk. There is only
five seconds left so sit down, do not conclude because
I do not trust that you will say anything productive. Let
another Member speak, you are done.
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MR KABLAY (LETLHAKENG-LEPHEPHE):
Thank you Mr Speaker. Let me thank His Excellency the
President for his address as he publicly declared that it is
his last term. We thank him for that because there were
rumours going around and we did not even know how to
answer them. We thank the President especially those of
us from constituencies that have underprivileged people,
which the government has been experiencing challenges
to provide them with accommodation. When he became
President he made an appeal to companies and they took
action to assist Batswana. Currently when you visit our
constituencies you will find nice fully furnished houses.
One other thing, he did not only extend this assistance
to his party members, he said it was for every Motswana
irrespective of their political party affiliation, ethnic
group or religion. So a person of such calibre is
important, we can never forget him because he left a
legacy in the country. In future he will be remembered
for all the houses that have been built through his
initiative of housing appeal, so this is a very important
thing to do as a leader and people’s representative.
People will remember you for all the good things you
did and pray for you for long life. May God protect him.
Moving on, as the Government we were given a
report that some developments are failing at the
constituencies, we even requested for the Economic
Stimulus Programme (ESP). We are concerned in the
Lethakeng-Lephephe constituency because ESP did
not benefit us, people are even asking questions which
we do not know how to answer them. People were
promised staff houses but they are crying now because
they do not have accommodation. There are absolutely
no developments in my constituency, students are taught
outside under harsh weather conditions. ESP did not
bring any developments as expected in my constituency.
Customary courts which were to be built for Dikgosi
have not been built, it was a false promise. We only see
developments in other constituencies not the one I am
representing and people are wondering why that is the
case.
MR MMOLOTSI: Clarification. Honourable Kablay
I remember that one time when I complained about
whether or not ESP has started, you explained that it has
long commenced at your constituency. So my question
is, if it first started at your constituency and you are
complaining that there are no developments what could
be the problem? Are you hated or it is the Botswana
Democratic Party which is failing?
MR KABLAY: Stop hurting me…
HONOURABLE MEMBERS: ... (Laughter!)...
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MR KABLAY: I am talking about the challenges that
I am facing. It is an advice Honourable Member. I
have never said the Botswana Democratic Party or the
Government is failing. My point is, I am advising the
Government that I am representing to do something
and find out why the developments are failing at my
constituency. Is it the District Commissioner’s office or
the public officers?
MINISTER OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT AND
RURAL DEVELOPMENT (MR TSOGWANE):
Clarification. Thank you. You are on the right track
Honourable Member. When a person wants to derail
you, you have to respond to his remark. Tell Honourable
Mmolotsi that I sit here and I listen to you every time
when you debate, you have never said ESP has long
commenced at your constituency.
MR MMOLOTSI: Point of order. Father of the House
is derailing this House because he knows that Kablay
mentioned that, the time when he made a statement that
President Khama is Jesus! Do you you remember that
Kablay?
MR SPEAKER: No, I do not remember.
MR KABLAY: Let me proceed, I never said anything
about Jesus, that is your issue that side but I read about
it in the newspapers so like Minister Tsogwane is
saying, you are imputing improper motives. My point is
Government should monitor ESP because if we do not,
there will be no developments in most constituencies.
If we do not raise the alarm now, I do not know when
will be the right time. We should complain so that
we can be assisted, the government should know that
there are no developments at our constituencies. Mr
Speaker Ngware residents are crying foul because
the Government promised to build a junior secondary
school for them but up to now nothing has been done
Mr Speaker. Plans for the school were made, land board
allocated the plot and we saw contractors viewing the
plot then the government said the school is not going
to be built. Mr Speaker this puts us in a bad light with
our electorates, we make promises to them but then the
government turns around and say she is not going to
build a school.
Every budget session we allocate a lot of funds to the
Ministry of Education. We no longer know how to
address the complaints raised at the constituencies.
We had agreed that the school in Gaborone will be the
same as the one in Malwelwe, and that the school in
Molepolole will be the same as the one in Botlhapatlou.
When you visit schools you will find that, those in rural
areas do not have resources such as a fax machine for
example yet students have to write exams, the poor
teacher will be running around trying to find a fax
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machine to sort out exam papers, in fact these schools
do not have most of the machines that are there in other
schools. Why is the Ministry of Education not supplying
the schools with the equipment that they need Mr
Speaker? The students are really struggling. The clinic
buildings are dilapidated and the ceilings are falling
down and when this is reported to the matron or district
commissioner they do not listen. Ngware clinic is in
the worst condition ever; the doors have fallen down as
well as the windows. The bats are all over the place and
their waste end up falling in to patient’s medications.
These things are heart-breaking Mr Speaker and we do
not know what to say anymore. We have long pleaded
for our clinics …
MINISTER OF HEALTH AND WELLNESS (MS
MAKGATO): On a point of clarification Mr Speaker.
I am concerned as the Minister of Health, that the
medication is not protected in bottles and boxes, that is
a problem. That means they are just kept there without
being covered and if that is the case then, we should
have a talk Honourable Member afterwards so that I can
go and address this matter. This means the medications
are not in a good condition to be used by patients.
MR KABLAY: Thank you Mr Speaker. The state of
Ngware clinic is very bad. The bats have destroyed
the boxes for the medications to a point that even the
instructions for the medications are not visible. The
Minister has to take these matters seriously because we
have long complained about them but nobody listened.
We are concerned about (ARVs) which are vital to many
people’s lives; mainly in Moshaweng …
MINISTER OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT AND
RURAL DEVELOPMENT (MR TSOGWANE):
Clarification. Thank you Honourable Kablay. We hear
your grievances but I am wondering whether you have
ever made the Minister of Health aware of this situation
before you decided to share it publicly in Parliament?
Do you not think it would have been better to have
alerted the Minister well on time about the situation so
that she helps your people?
MR KABLAY: I made the assistant Minister as well
as everyone else in the Ministry of Health aware of
the situation and they said they will accompany me to
Ngware to see the situation. The Matron in Letlhakeng
does not want the Ministry to visit because she knows
there is a serious problem. I would like the Minister to
replace her because she is tired and old.
MS MAKGATO: On a point of order. Thank you very
much Mr Speaker. He should not talk about the matron
for Letlhakeng because she is not here to defend herself;
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he should rather accuse me of failing to do my job
because I am here to respond to the accusations.
MR SPEAKER: I agree with you Honourable Makgato.
Honourable Kablay, focus on the Honourable Minister
and refrain from talking about people that are not here.
MR KABLAY: I will do that. Honourable Minister,
we have a problem with ARVs in the constituency of
Moshaweng. Your People have not kept their promise
of bringing the ARV’s every month to the residents of
Moshaweng. This village is surrounded by farms and
most residents are infected with this virus. When they
go to the clinic to collect the medication, the nurse is
either not present or they are told that the medication is
still unavailable. We need to help these people because
if we do not, their condition might get worse. Another
problem is that of the ambulances; you did avail the
ambulances the only problem is that, when they are
taken for service, they are returned after a very long
time. Sometimes the Central Transport Organisation
(CTO) returns the vehicle after two or three months
when all it needed was a fan belt and this causes a
serious inconvenience. Can you try to make sure that
the ambulances are available especially for some of us
who are based in remote areas because we suffer most
when patients need to be transported.
Mr Speaker, the roads are very bad in my constituency;
none of the roads were maintained through the Economic
Stimulus Programme (ESP) or National Development
Plan (NDP) 11. It makes one wonder what it is that
some of us are doing in this Parliament. Are we in this
House to only increase the number of votes? We have
long asked for our road maintenance but nothing has
been done so far. Our requests are ignored, there must
be something that the Ministers are not doing right,
because most of the roads that have been constructed
are for constituencies belonging to Ministers whereas
us Ministers…
MR TSOGWANE: Point of order. My point of order is
that, we do hear the Honourable Member’s grievances,
there is a saying that, ntlo ya moledi ga e potwe ka kwa
morago, I would like him to stop accusing Ministers of
having roads being constructed in their constituencies,
because some of us still do not have roads in our
constituencies just like him. So I do not know which
ministers he is referring to, he must explain if not then
he is out of order.
MR SPEAKER: Honourable Kablay, please withdraw
your words.
MR KABLAY: I said those words because yesterday
we heard the Assistant Minister saying that there are lots
of roads in her constituency of Mahalapye. She went
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on to boast that she wants more roads to be built so
that when she retires people can admire what she has
managed to achieve. These are some of the things that
gets us in trouble because they would be announced on
radio and people wonder why Kablay says there are no
funds whereas funds are available to build roads in
Mahalapye and Moshupa for example.
LEADER OF THE HOUSE (MR MASISI): On
a point of order. Even though I have just arrived Mr
Speaker, I believe that Honourable Kablay is deliberately
putting this House out of order, he gave reasons as to
why he talked about Mahalapye because the Member
representing that constituency is the one who mentioned
how beautiful the roads there were. I represent the
constituency that he talked about and there are so many
things that we need including roads, he knows that very
well so, I would like him to put this House to order by
withdrawing what he said about Moshupa.
MR SPEAKER: Honourable Kablay, Honourable
Leader of the House says you are just tarnishing his name
because they also have the same needs in Moshupa. So,
amend your statement Honourable Member.
MR KABLAY: Thank you Mr Speaker. I withdraw. I
was just commenting in passing, I did not even realise
he was here…
HONOURABLE MEMBERS: …(Laughter!)…
MR KABLAY: Mr Speaker, talking about roads sir; we
have a serious challenge with regard to roads…
MINISTER OF NATIONALITY, IMMIGRATION
AND GENDER AFFAIRS (MR BATSHU): Point of
order. Thank you. Honourable Member you said proper
roads are found in the constituencies represented by
Ministers only; if other Ministers have roads, he should
not encompass all of us. I want a road at Goshwe, a road
at Changate and another one at Dagwi; they are not
there. He is even much better because he has internal
roads, yet he is not a Minister. I suggest he should
withdraw that statement. If some have roads it should
be pointed out clearly rather than saying every Minister
has roads; I do not.
MR SPEAKER: Honourable Kablay just surrender sir,
the Ministers are not in agreement with your statement.
MR KABLAY: Even though they are denying what I
am saying it does not matter sir, God knows…
HONOURABLE MEMBERS: …(Laughter!)…
MR KABLAY: He knows what I am talking about…
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Point of order.
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HONOURABLE MEMBERS: …(Laughter!)…
HONOURABLE MEMBER: On a point of order.
MR SPEAKER: Please wait. Order! Order!
HONOURABLE MEMBERS: …(Murmurs)…
MR SPEAKER: No, Honourable Kablay, that is
not our practice here. We never say God knows; just
withdraw without any conditions, although we know
that once a word has been said it cannot be returned;
but when you say ‘I withdraw’ we believe that you have
truly withdrawn your words.
MR KABLAY: I withdraw Mr Speaker. I am talking
about poor roads in the constituency I am representing
Mr Speaker…
DR P. BUTALE: Point of order. I just want to
understand the procedure Mr Speaker; here Members of
Parliament have come to advocate for their respective
constituencies, freely and rightfully so. What Honourable
Kablay said was that it seems Ministers have authority
and most developments are seen in their constituencies.
According to your ruling Mr Speaker, that opinion is
illegal which means when we debate we are going to be
afraid of speaking freely on certain things; we are going
to end up becoming dumb in Parliament. I am not saying
you should withdraw your ruling but I am suggesting
that you just pay close attention to it because what
Honourable Kablay is saying, most of us here share the
same sentiments. Therefore, this is something which we
have to pay attention to sir.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Point of order Mr
Speaker.
MR SPEAKER: No, please wait. Honourable Butale
you are out of order. When I made a ruling on Honourable
Kablay’s issue, I thought I was done with it and we are
moving forward. Therefore, you are not supposed to go
back to it after I have made a ruling on it.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: …(Inaudible)…
MR SPEAKER: Honourable Kablay is not intimidated
by anyone, he is free to speak. Please continue
Honourable Kablay.
MR KABLAY: Thank you Mr Speaker. I was still
talking about roads and I will not divert because in the
National Development Plan (NDP) 11 and the Economic
Stimulus Programme (ESP) I said there was nothing in
store for me there. Therefore, this is a matter of concern
in the constituency I am representing. I also said there
are others who are happy to the extent that they would
say “even at the farming lands (masimo) tarred roads
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are going to be built,” where there is no traffic. I will
not withdraw that one Mr Speaker; it is something that
people ask us about. If you take places like Botlhapatlou,
Malwelwe and Mmantshwabisi where people really
long for tarred roads; at least if you could only make a
thin one for them; at least that one Honourable Mokaila,
as you once did in Letlhakeng.
As the rainy season is approaching sir, we have no
idea what we are going to do with those people. Right
now we think Bakgalagadi are backward in terms of
development; we believe they are still behind in terms
of their lives in general; since a road can be a conduit to
developments, they would be able to get connected to a
lot of things. Businesses would reach them, hence they
would be able to get employment and be developed, and
in future when we say the we are a developed country,
we would know that we have managed to develop even
those of us who have been trailing behind.
Therefore, Mr Speaker, the Government should review
these things. The Letlhakeng area has always been
lagging behind even from way back when I was still
going to school. Just recently, we were talking about
lights; I am not refuting that the lights have been
connected and I am very grateful for that. We are also
grateful for the roads…
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Clarification.
HONOURABLE MEMBERS: …(Laughter!)…
MR KABLAY: Internal roads; we are grateful for those.
I am not supposed to beat about the bush on this one; I
will not even deny that they are there. I cannot do that…
DR P. BUTALE: Clarification. Honourable Kablay, by
lights, are you referring to the ones in Ngware which
can only light as far as your toes?
MR KABLAY: No, they are in Diphuduhudu. When
one comes closer the light increases…
HONOURABLE MEMBERS: …(Laughter!)…
MR KABLAY: They increase the light, that is how they
operate sir…
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Only when you come
near them?
MR KABLAY: Yes, when you come closer. Since you
were addressing a Kgotla meeting there, you were far
from them…
HONOURABLE MEMBERS: …(Laughter!)…
MR KABLAY: So that is what I wanted to say Mr
Speaker. As I was also saying, I am grateful for the
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developments in Letlhakeng as well Mr Speaker; the
lights and the internal roads are welcome developments
and we are saying, the Government in this case did not
forget us.
Now the problem is that, developments sometimes come
with destruction, as we have been talking about people’s
cracked houses. We are still dancing to the same tune
Honourable Minister. You have given a directive that
those houses should go and be fixed; even up to now the
Molepolole Sub-District Council has not done anything.
People are lamenting daily that their houses are cracked,
their houses are falling apart and there is no one who
is paying attention to them. Rains are coming; you had
given us funds for trenches; the P30 million is there at
the Kweneng District Council. You released those funds
so that drains could be built to enable water to pass
properly, even up to now Honourable Minister, nothing
has been done. This is an effort by the Government which
I should commend her for and be thankful for. Now the
challenge is that, whoever is supposed to do those things
is refusing and I do not know why. Therefore, we should
rise up and make sure that we find out what is happening
in our constituencies which is hindering developments
from taking place; we need to find out what the problem
is. Could it be true what they always say that, people
who are of a lesser value or quality, non-performers are
the ones taken to areas such as Letlhakeng Sub District?
Is that so? I do not want to believe that could be the
case, but I might end up believing that because most of
our things that side are not done properly; projects are
not moving yet the Government is releasing the funds
so that projects are can be carried out. Honourable
Members that is what I wanted to say.
Mr Speaker we are greatful for the youth programmes,
the only challenge we are faced with is shortage of funds
which prevents the youth from completing their projects.
The youth take part in constituency tournaments but do
no receive their payments after all these and this has
been registered as a concern at the constituency office.
These things should be looked into because many a
times when we ask about the delay, we always get the
response that the office of the Minister has delayed to
credit the funds and is taking long to do that even when
the requests have been made. The Minister should open
a youth office because this puts us at qualms with the
youth and they will now lose interest in this tournaments.
Mr Speaker, I implore the responsible Ministry to up its
game in terms of payments.
We applaud our basketball team for a sterling
performance during the just ended national
championships. Our national heroes such as Nigel
Amos, competed in athletics and made us proud. If only
we could invest more in nurturing and developing the
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sporting codes which we excel in, I think we could bring
home so many medals and trophies. I do not dispute the
fact that Zebras is trying…
MR KGOROBA: On a point of clarification.
Honourable Kablay, I just wanted to bring you to a
point that maybe you wanted to say netball and you said
basketball instead.
MR KABLAY: Yes sir, netball or basketball, we have to
applaud these teams.
Mr Speaker, it seems the Ministry is leaving artists
behind. Those are the people who long started with their
talent, they teach our children to become great artists. It
looks like some of them have been forgotten; the likes
of Kgobola, he can still play a guitar and even sing.
However, as a Ministry we have forgotten that man. He
has contributed a lot in our music industry. He did not
make it in the industry because we forgot about him and
did not nurture his talent. Currently there is nothing that
he is doing. We request that as the Ministry reflects and
think of those people who had immense contribution
towards the music industry. We should not only think of
them when they are old and then we build them homes
so that when they pass on they would have a decent send
off. Let us just nurture their talents Mr Speaker.
We applaud the Ipelegeng initiative in our constituencies.
There is nothing we can do, just like we always say.
Ipelegeng is key in my constituency and in the absence
of Ipelegeng there is no life because there are no other
employment opportunities in my constituency. Ipelegeng
is their only source of income and with the money they
get, they manage to provide for their families. That is
why we should support the Ipelegeng initiative. Maybe
we could extend the scope of the initiative that, if maybe
there are no toilets at the graveyards for example, they
should be built through the Ipelegeng programme as
well as shelters for security guards. A lot more could
be done through this programme. We should not only
confine the programme to one job description, it will
not benefit us if we keep that approach. Otherwise we
will not have anything to show from the Ipelegeng
programme.
MINISTER OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT AND
RURAL DEVELOPMENT (MR TSOGWANE):
On a point of clarification. You are right Honourable
Member. The reason why it seems like Ipelegeng
programme is not able to carry out certain projects is
because of lack of funds. But since we want to maintain
Ipelegeng so that it continues to improve the lives of the
people, we use it for projects that do not require a lot of
funds. It could be for cleaning the enviroment, security,
police volunteers, as well as assistance at the borders.
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Really there are no funds because the funds we get are
for their payments and the projects they do. It is not like
we do not want to carry out projects, it is just that funds
do not permit. Thank you.
MR KABLAY: Thank you Honourable Member if it is
in the pipeline. We are thankful for the electricity that
continues to be connected in various places in Botswana.
I have to applaud the government for the electrification
project geared towards Boatlaname. We are grateful for
that move Mr Speaker, because Boatlaname constituents
have long called for the electrification of their village and
finally my plea has been answered. Let me reiterate that,
there are other areas such as Monwane, Diphuduhudu,
Leologane, which are remote areas. These areas also
need to be electrified and they are equally deserving. We
have moved them from the wilderness to where they are
now, away from the animals and we promised them that
they will also benefit from government resources. We
promised them good living and they have experienced
that life but they are calling for the electrification of their
villages so that they enjoy other services such as the
television. That is why we request for the electrification
of Monwane and Diphuduhudu settlements so that they
keep themselves abreast with current affairs.
Mr Speaker, the Ministry of Presidential Affairs,
Governance and Public Administration has promised
that street lights will be provided in the constituency, so
now people want to know the status of the street lights.
We were requested to draw up a list of those areas we
needed street light on, and we did, we long submitted
the list but it has been a longtime and we have not
received any feedback. If the Honourable Minister was
here, I could ask him on the progress regarding those
street lights because we have to deliver on the promise
we made to the people.
Mr Speaker, I will be grateful if Dikgosana could
receive payslips. They also deserve assistance from
financial institutions to get loans to build themselves
homes. Kgosana performs a huge task in bringing
together communities, they maintain order and stability
in villages. When issues escalate to Dikgosi, they would
have passed through the scrutiny of dikgosana, yet we
still see this segregation as they are not assisted at any
of the banks. If at all it is true, that a provision will
be made for them to get financial assistance then we
welcome the move. Mr Speaker, let us not only talk of
Al Bashir, let us also talk about the Israelites who are
killing the Palastines. The Palestines come with stones
but the Israelites kill them with AK47. If Netanyahu
comes here, we should apprehend him and let him be
prosecuted. The Israelites are killing the Palestinians
in great numbers and sometimes they use dozers to
demolish their houses regardless of whether there are
children and wives inside.
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MR NTLHAILE: Clarification. Honourable Kablay,
you are debating very well. However, this then means
your fellow party members who encourage the Israelites
to be cruel to Palestinians will refuse. Are your fellow
party members going to support you? Talk to them.
MR KABLAY: Thank you Mr Speaker. I represent a
good and very empathetic Government. The Government
is listening and will take action if there is anything that
can be done. I believe that my Government will take note
of what I am saying to help those people. Mr Speaker …
LEADER OF THE HOUSE (MR MASISI):
Elucidation. Thank you Mr Speaker. Thank you my
colleague. I want to emphasise on what my colleague
is saying that our Government is very considerate. The
outcry that affects amicable relations or hostile relations
between the Israelites and the Palestinians has caused
this Government to start diplomatic relations with
Palestine. Thank you.
MR KABLAY: Thank you Mr Speaker. Let me
comment briefly on poverty eradication. Mr Speaker, our
constituencies greatly appreciate poverty eradication.
Currently, poverty eradication programme is slow sir.
People have been promised goats, tents and pots but up
to now they have not received them. The Government
took an initiative to have these funds transferred closer
to Letlhakeng and Molepolole to assist people but the
situation still persists. Our people are still at the bottom
of the list. We are well aware that they are attending
to backlog but still the situation is not changing. They
have gone to schools to attain certificates, they have
skills in leatherworks yet they are not assisted. As the
Government, we need to address these things so that at
the end we may not be accused of empty promises.
MR MMOLOTSI: Clarification. Honourable Kablay
my question is, since your constituency was one of the
few which enjoyed the privilege of hosting Poverty
Eradication Pitso, do you want to tell me that the
situation is similar to ours who did not host Pitso? Are
you saying Pitso did not help?
MR KABLAY: Thank you Mr Speaker. We started
with backyard gardens but we found out that our market
was very small. Pests were also another challenge.
Moreover, the residents of that constituency did not
like vegetables such as cabbage that much. Another
challenge was transporting vegetables to market places.
However, the Government has done a lot by assisting
them with water tanks and payment of water bills every
month. The council also assisted to its level best but
they could not prevail as there were many people who
needed assistance. That is why in some cases we failed
but I want to state that …
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MR MMOLOTSI: Further clarification. Honourable
Chief Whip, what I want to find out is whether when
this programme was rolled out, there was no research
that was undertaken to determine if it is likely to work?
MR KABLAY: You are asking the wrong man. These
people are now crying. We would appreciate a lot if the
District Commissioner can stand up to help our people
to enjoy poverty eradication programme. We still have a
problem concerning water. The Government mentioned
that there are areas that need to be incorporated in
villages because they do not reach the 250 figure that we
want but the Government wants to assist these wards.
These wards have been allocated Dikgosana but there is
shortage of water. When are they going to be assisted?
These wards are at the fields. People who have ploughed
have left their crops in search of water. Water Utilities
vehicles which assists in distributing water have broken
down. We are therefore requesting for immediate
assistance concerning this matter. We cannot afford not
to help these people as they are the ones who voted us
into power.
DR. P. BUTALE: Clarification. Honourable Kablay,
still on empty promises, was your constituency given
the P10 million promised because some of us are still
waiting and the year is coming to an end?
MR KABLAY: It is promising Honourable Member.
Sometimes when you start something, there are teething
problems but eventually it gets better. I believe with the
first batch of P10 million we experienced challenges but
the next supply will reach you sir.
Lastly, let me mention that our constituency is a good
area for farming. We commend our Government for
yet again ploughing for us. We were surprised recently
when we heard that every farmer must take their soil to
Sebele for testing. We were wondering we were going
to manage to put together money for transport from
Diphuduhudu to Sebele. However, we were pleased to
learn that Honourable Ralotsia’s ministry has withdrawn
that. It would have been time consuming to test all that
soil and by the time they finish, we would have missed
the ploughing season.
My constituents rely mostly on Ipelegeng. They do not
have other sources of funds. They are farmers. They
want to plough but their farms are not fenced. The
problem is that, they cannot afford to pay 50 per cent of
the fence as it is currently the case. They tried to raise
money through Ipelegeng but they cannot afford. So Mr
Speaker, I request that the Arable Land Development
Programme (ALDEP) be reinstated. Farmers should
be given fences so that they protect their farms from
livestock. As things are, whereby Government pays half
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and the farmer pays another half, it is not affordable.
Farms should be fenced and maybe it will get better, but
at the present moment it is sad that Government provides
farmers with expensive seeds and livestock destroy the
crops. I therefore feel ALDEP should be reinstated
because the youth want to plough. The challenge is the
fence and the economy. Thank you sir.
MR MOLEFE (MAHALAPYE WEST): Thank you
Mr Speaker. I thank you for giving me this opportunity to
comment on the President` State of the Nation Address.
Mr Speaker, let me start by thanking the President for
his sound leadership that we witnessed over the years
as his governance upheld democracy principles at
all times. He is the President who we saw promoting
social upliftment. There have been many programmes
and according to the speech, 60 000 people have been
assisted.
I must also appreciate that our President balanced
governance, law and politics. Mr Speaker I am saying
this because in other countries when these three;
governance, law and politics are not balanced, the
country experiences challenges. But our President
proved that he is a visionary leader and he managed to
lead the nation as we have already realized.
I am also thankful that as our President bids us farewell,
he leaves us with the national Vision 2036 that he
initiated last year. This means that as his term will be
ending next year and handing the baton to his Vice
President who is similarly capable as him, Vision 2036
would already be underway and our country would not
lose direction in any way.
Furthermore, I thank the President who is a former Army
General that, unlike his counterparts in other countries
who want to amend the Constitution when their time to
leave office approaches; he never wanted to do that. As
we have seen, that has never benefitted those countries
anyhow and that is why we still see uprisings in Africa.
Moving on, I would talk about Special Economic Zones
(SEZs). Mr Speaker, Government should look into
this and speed the processes so that it does not take
long while amending the structures. We want results.
We want productive SEZs because our country is still
lagging behind in terms of industrialization programme.
Therefore, our SEZs are special places that can help our
country to achieve its plans. Furthermore, I call upon
Government to determine if the number of SEZs cannot
be increased so that we do not look at one part of the
country because we have a big country, or we should
focus on other sectors that can grow our economy.
For example, in Mahalapye, we have old Government
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Ranches like Morale Ranches. This ranch can be
upgraded into a SEZ and focus on dairy production.
Areas such as Barolong Farms are areas which from a
very long time were known for arable farming and it has
also been found that the area can also be good for dairy
farming.
We can look at all the areas around the country like at
Honourable Kwerepe`s constituency. Lake Ngami has
fish and Batswana that side can also benefit from SEZs.
The President also talked about entrepreneurship
development indicating that this is beneficial and I agree
with him. Government should support Small, Micro
and Medium Enterprises (SMMEs) because we are a
country that is still new in the manufacturing industry
as well as setting up industries. Government should
support SMMEs in terms of guidance so that they get
profits and be able to create jobs.
We were also informed that Local Enterprise Authority
(LEA) is doing well. So I have to point out that we also
need the services of LEA at Mahalapye. We have to
travel long distance to access LEA at Palapye. If there
were LEA offices in Mahalapye, residents of Mahalapye
and nine villages around Mahalapye would be able to
get advices from LEA on how small businesses should
be run.
Another entity that we were told about is Citizen
Entrepreneurial Development Agency (CEDA) and we
heard that it is doing well. It is true because Start-Up
Programmes that they initiated are very good and can
help us sustain SMMEs. The challenge that we have
in Mahalapye is that, for us to get advice from CEDA,
we have to travel to Palapye. I urge the Minister of
Investment, Trade and Industry to consider establishing
CEDA offices in Mahalapye so that we can access them
and do everything within a short time.
Mr Speaker, we were also informed that Corperatives
are being developed. Mr Speaker, Government should
help these Co-operative societies because most of them
no longer exist. In my constituency we have about
seventeen Co-operatives but if we can do a checklist,
we will find only one or two operating. Let this promise
of transforming Co-operatives come to pass, so that they
can upgrade and be societies that make businesses. The
reason why I welcome this initiative with open hands is
because in Mahalapye there were some Co- operatives
which focused on construction, these societies can only
upgrade if at all we can support them by awarding them
local tenders. These are small tenders that are normally
under Councils. Council normally award tenders to
big companies, which I do not say is wrong but I was
suggesting that these small tenders should be awarded
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to this Co-operatives. If for instance there are three
tenders within a village, it is best to award companies
two of them and give one to the Co- operative societies,
this will help upgrade them. Still on the issue of Cooperative societies, in my constituency there are people
who have been taught different types of businesses like
bakery through the poverty eradication programme. So,
the reason why I say cooperatives should be strengthened
is because, we should group these people who normally
move around selling bread in the streets into eight or
tens and train them. They should then develop a Cooperative that mainly focuses on bakery. This can also
be done with those that were given catering equipment
under the poverty eradication programme. They can
also be grouped and mentored to make a Co-operative
society that will be based on catering services and in the
long run they might end up being offered big tenders.
Once more I really appreciate the Government for
making a horticulture project through the poverty
eradication programme using recycled water in our
constituency. The beneficiaries of this programme
are already enjoying its benefits, about 25 people are
growing vegetables using this programme. The 25 of
them group themselves, find instructors and form a Cooperative society that is based on horticulture. In that
way they would be able to grow their vegetables and
have the opportunity to supply retail chain markets. In
his speech, the President has also given an update on the
Economic Stimulus Programme (ESP). Indeed it is very
true, ESP exists and it is bringing out results even though
my colleagues that side say it is a bit slow, Do they
mean they have never seen ESP projects? Mr Speaker
where ESP has already built clinics and schools, those
projects were done by local companies and these means
Batswana were able to get salaries by being employed in
the construction of those projects. One of the objectives
of ESP was to employ Batswana and that has happened.
Mr Speaker let me also thank the Government for….
EXCHANGE OF SPEAKERSHIP
MINISTER OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT AND
RURAL DEVELOPMENT (MR TSOGWANE): On
a point of clarification. Thank you Madam Speaker. The
Honourable Member is in order but let me ask him if at
all he agrees to the statement that ESP is slow, because
we know in his constituency ESP went expeditiously
well. All the ESP projects in our Ministry were started
on time and were completed within the budget. As I
speak we have already saved for 30 Kgotla offices that
we are constructing. We have already constructed 29
Kgotla offices and only one has not been completed
because it was delayed by a case. Even on the issue of
backlog eradication, we are still doing well. So, I do not
know why some people say ESP is slow may be it is
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those areas which were not covered by the ESP, they
have not checked the programme. The Ministry of
land Management, water and sanitation services have
just testified that they had completed land servicing and
roads which people like Honourable Nkaigwa are using
when they go to Phakalane, that road was completed on
time. Honourable Molefe, let me affirm to you that our
Members from that side of the aisle oppose everything.
They just believe when they see something happening.
MR MOLEFE: Thank you Madam Speaker, thank you
Father of the House. I do agree with what you are saying,
in my Constituency the few ESP programmes that we
were given have already produced results, we had a few
because our area is already developed in many different
aspects. Through ESP the electrification of villages such
as Tewane is completed and we were handed over the
project Madam Speaker. An extension of the Mahalapye
main post office which was under the ESP is already
done and it is currently under use. Just like the President
was saying, the refurbishment of the Police station still
under ESP is complete this refurbishment was never a
plan before ESP was born
HIS HONOUR THE VICE PRESIDENT (MR
MASISI): On a point of clarification. Thank you
Madam Speaker, thank you Honourable Member. Can
I ask you to clarify in your understanding of what ESP
was intended to do with respect to the intention to create
jobs? Whether it was also to create direct jobs such as
electrification of Tewane and also ask as a stimulant
and an enabler of jobs to be created following the
electrification as so pronounced, and those are jobs done
and to come?
MR MOLEFE: Thank you Madam Speaker. It is very
true Your Honour. All these programmes improved the
infrastructures that I have mentioned, and before ESP
there were no people working on those projects. This
shows that during ESP, people were employed and even
after ESP people still worked on those projects. All in
all, the aim of ESP was to create employment and to
help the local economy.
I continue to say, even though some say this programme
is slow Madam Speaker, in our area we get an update
on those that are still lagging behind like the extension
of Madiba Clinic and Mowana School. The Fredrick
Herero School is already at the tender stage. Therefore,
I believe all the projects under ESP in our area will
be completed in the remaining years and I really
thank the Government for that. Madam Speaker we
were also updated on the Agricultural Development
and Food Security which is on the programme of
Integrated Support Programme for Arable Agricultural
Development (ISPAAD), it is very true this programme
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is doing a good job. In the past we asked Minister
Ralotsia to look at some aspects in this programme that
needed to be reviewed. The reason we are asking for the
review is because there were some obstacles which led
to low production Madam Speaker. For example, there
is no inspection of equipment like planters before they
can be awarded ISPAAD contracts to check whether
they are in good condition or not. Further, farmers are
also not trained to use the equipment which is also
outsourced and not readily available. Therefore, this
result in farmers getting low produce and this does not
imply that ISPAAD did not assist the famers. I am more
concerned about the input costs, farmers should know
how much the Government spend in just one hectare,
they should know and understand their contribution
which is to take care of their crops…
MINISTER
OF
AGRICULTURAL
DEVELOPMENT AND FOOD SECURITY (MR
RALOTSIA): Clarification. Good afternoon Madam
Speaker. Honourable Member, are you aware that the
ministry has programmes in place to train consumers on
how to operate this equipment. Secondly, have you ever
met with the agricultural demonstrators to verify if there
are no such lessons? Are you aware that sometimes
when we invite them for lessons, they do not honour the
invite, the owners of the equipment are the ones who
usually show up?
MR MOLEFE: Thank you Honourable Minister. It is
true, I am aware that your ministry is doing more than
enough by offering lessons but the problem Honourable
Minister is that as you are saying, those lessons seem
to be futile because farmers do not attend them. My
concern is that a person who is contracted without
any verification that he has been trained is a huge
disadvantage to the farmer because he will get low
produce due to the cluelessness of the contractor.
Madam Speaker, still under this Ministry of Agriculture;
Minister, you should be vigilant as another responsibility
was added to your ministry which is food security.
I think we do not have efficient food security, so
moving forward Honourable Minister try to encourage
Botswana Agricultural Marketing Board (BAMB), to
have subsidiary companies which actually do planting
of seeds at areas like Pandamatenga and Barolong
Farms, they should not buy all the time because recently
they bought silos and they are currently full. We are
in the rainy season, where are they going to store the
excess produce?
Madam Speaker, Livestock Management and
Infrastructure Development (LIMID) should also be
reviewed; moving forward, those who benefited through
this programme should be the suppliers. It should be
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one of the conditions that if one has benefited from the
programme, after two years the Government should
contact that person to supply new applicants. This will
be the driving force for beneficiaries to work hard and
not take goats and abandon them at the lands while
staying at Mahalapye and eventually complain to your
officers that the goats are lost. Recently when I was
doing my routine visit at the constituency, I went to the
police station and found many cases which the police
are investigating of stock theft more especially those
goats received through LIMID Honourable Minister.
Madam Speaker, we were updated about the transport
sector; it is a very important sector in our country. As a
landlocked country, it is important to be informed how
our transport sector has developed, this can help sustain
our country and to import goods at low rates.
We were also apprised that Botswana Railways has relaunched its trains and they are also in the process of
receiving new locomotives. Madam Speaker, yesterday
as I was travelling from Mahalapye, I want to bear
witness because colleagues across the aisle do believe
after seeing, at 12 O’clock, two locomotives arrived at
Mahalapye station, brand new. Honourable Members it is
true, that is not theory as some assumed. We are grateful
that our country had a boost of eight locomotives which
the President talked about. Our country can now boost
inter-regional economies as we can now transport goods
without any problem looking at the fact that we are a
landlocked country, we do not have air transport, we are
relying mainly on road and rail transport. We thank the
Government for this initiative.
Let me advise that we should boost Botswana Railways
Madam Speaker. As we were updated last year that the
Government ‘s import bill is P66.9 billion, that is a lot
so the Government should give Botswana Railways a
quota of that import bill so that we do not entirely rely
on road while Botswana Railways has more than 40
wagons.
We should bear in mind that Botswana Railways trains
are strong, one train can take up a load which can be
taken up by 30 big trucks therefore our locomotives can
assist in reducing congestion in our roads. I would like
to advise the Government that as new locomotives have
arrived, Mahalapye railway workshop where trains are
inspected should be refurbished so that all our trains can
be in good condition to carry out their primary role of
rail transportation.
We were also updated on the Ministry of Health and
Wellness; the Government has made sure that Batswana
are only travelling less than five kilometres to access
health facilities. I am sure of this because these
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improvements have been made in my constituency
too. Madam Speaker, this is enough for now but the
Government is still going to make more developments.
In the past few years, we only had three clinics and
one hospital and now we have two; we are grateful for
such growths. Madam Speaker, I would like to plead
with the Minister that in the next budget year these
health facilities in Mahalapye should be supplied with
enough equipment. There was recently an emergency
situation in Nthompe Primary School; I checked on
them and they narrated everything that happened to
me and I realised just how hard working Honourable
Makgato’s people are. They whole heartedly attended
to the situation and 12 doctors were in the emergency
room at the same time. This emergency room only has
two operating sick bays and three are not operating.
Honourable Minister, more funds have to be allocated
towards getting the emergency section of Mahalapye
hospital more equipment. This shows that there are
some health workers who love their job; they were
mobilised and every corner had a nurse. I went to see
them at the hospital yesterday and I could just tell that
they knew what they are doing but we need to motivate
them by supplying them with enough equipment so that
they work effortlessly at all times.
The Ipelegeng Department is also doing a good job. I am
glad that the Government increased the budget so that
more people can join. I will also like to plead with the
Government to not only increase the budget for paying
the workers but also have a funding solely for Ipelegeng
projects because the council has previously failed to
come up with some projects due to lack of funding. The
constituency of Mahalapye had only two projects under
Ipelegeng, and this meant that the whole 841 Ipelegeng
personnel in Mahalapye did not have much to do except
vegetation control. I think you need to look into the fact
that this programme…
MR MOREMI: Point of order. Madam Speaker, we are
out of order for referring to Ipelegeng participants as
“personnel.” Is it not the Department of Public Service
Management (DPSM) that is responsible for Hiring?
Ipelegeng participants are not referred to as personnel.
MADAM SPEAKER: What are they called Kgosi?
Maybe you can help him out.
MR MOREMI: Maybe he calls them volunteers.
MADAM SPEAKER: Or Ipelegeng workers.
MR MOREMI: They are not workers.
MADAM SPEAKER: They are not workers?
MR MOREMI: No, they are volunteers.
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MADAM SPEAKER: I agree with Kgosi.
MR MOREMI: They are not workers Madam Speaker.
MADAM SPEAKER: Honourable Member, he is
saying you should not call them “personnel.” You
should find another word to use instead of that.
MR MOLEFE: Thank you Madam Speaker. Ipelegeng
workers, I hope Honourable Tsogwane will help me.
Thank you Honourable Member. It will be of great help
if the Ipelegeng funding can be included too because
there are a lot of things that they can do to help in their
villages; things like culverts and any other thing that do
not need a lot of engineering efforts.
The Honourable Members talked about the programme
of Constituency Community Development Programme
and complained that it is very slow though the funds
have been released; this is because it is a very new
programme. We should try to be patient with the councils
because these funds were released for use in August.
Madam Speaker, it all comes down to how the different
constituencies decide to make use of this programme
because it has been very beneficial in my constituency.
Through it, we have managed to do 17 projects and most
of them were to do with paving roads because that is
what we need most in our area.
We are experiencing a lot of problems with the
programme of Poverty Eradication, Madam Speaker.
The problem is the implementation of this programme
and sustaining it. That is one of the challenges that we
encounter when addressing Kgotla meetings. Batswana
do like the projects under this programme but the
Ministry needs to reassess this programme. People
were trained for different projects but the equipment
supplied after was always short. Madam Speaker, I
think that the Government needs to make a budget
for Poverty Eradication that will clearly stipulate how
much goods can be supplied to what number of people.
Procurement has to be made first and after deciding
on the programmes, goods can then be bought. After
buying the goods, the lucky hopefuls can then be trained
and allocated these goods. The reason I am saying this
Madam Speaker is because we have people who were
trained in 2013 and we are now in 2017. If someone was
trained for baking theoretically back then, they have
now forgotten because there were no materials to train
with practically. This will really help us deal with the
backlog that we are experiencing at the moment.
The Gender programme was also appreciated throughout
the country and people had high hopes that it will bring
positive changes in their lives, the only problem was
that it was not allocated enough funds. I would like
to plead with the Honourable Minister to ask for more
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funding so that the requests that were already approved
can be completed. Batswana are getting demoralised by
letters that they receive notifying them of unavailability
of funds and returning of their quotations. Before I get
to the conclusion, I would like to talk about the Ministry
of Education; they have also managed to achieve a lot.
The pre-primary education programme which they
have started is important in two ways; it opens up a
child to learn whilst they are still young; it makes them
interested in education. I made some investigations
in my constituency and I found out that there are two
primary schools with this programme; their pupils who
are already at standard two and three are doing very
well. I kindly request the Government that since it is
an ongoing programme, it is being piloted and it has
not reached all Government primary schools, trained
teachers or those who have been teaching already
should be engaged or employed to focus on pre-primary
education. Currently the already engaged teachers are
the ones who are involved in this programme, those
who are following the syllabus. That could really help
to make pre-primary education grow; then again, the
school curriculum would not be disturbed.
Now looking at skills development Madam Speaker;
there is growth, but it could be significantly improved if
research, modifications or restructuring which is being
done at the brigades could be completed so that they
become operational. Our brigades cannot teach higher
levels at the moment. I am saying this because our two
brigades that we have had in Madiba since 1975 are still
only going up to certificate level. A time has come for the
brigades to be improved and strengthened; to be given
resources to enable them to teach higher qualifications
as the President has already alluded to levels such as the
National Craft Certificate (NCC).
We have observed that our brigades have done their part,
but it is not enough. These institutions should be turned
into vocational training institutions. In my constituency,
a school like Mahalapye Secondary School could be
taken since we have four junior secondary schools. It
could be turned into a vocational training institution.
That would really help me because the Small Medium
Macro Enterprises (SMMEs) that we have could be
updated or they could grow only if Batswana have the
ability or skills; most of the time these skills are found
in the vocational training.
Youth empowerment; Madam Speaker, we acknowledge
that the Government has done a lot to strengthen and
give the youth…
MINISTER OF EMPLOYMENT, LABOUR
PRODUCTIVITY AND SKILLS DEVELOPMENT
(MR MABEO): On a point of clarification Madam
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Speaker. Thank you Madam Speaker. Thank you
Honourable Member. Before you maybe go further
away from this point of brigades, let me point out that
the aim of the Government is that at the end of the day
we should have satellite institutions across the country.
Then we would maybe make them sector specific.
Looking at Chobe for example, we know that it is a
centre for tourism. Thank you.
MR MOLEFE: Thank you Madam Speaker. Thank
you Honourable Minister. That programme Honourable
Minister, let it not only be for three years. Brigades have
been here since 1975. If they are made sector specific, in
the following year, the enrolment or the first graduates
should be produced.
Youth empowerment; it is indeed true that the
Government has done a lot to strengthen and empower
the youth to be able to sustain themselves. On this
note Madam Speaker, there is still a challenge because
our young people are not interested in starting such
businesses. Once they are in the middle of their projects,
their businesses fail to function and grow. I would like to
advice the Government to consider collaborating them
with middle-aged business people who already have the
expertise of running businesses, so that in the process;
say they had started an engineering workshop; if they
get tired along the way, the seasoned businessperson or
the mentor would encourage them to continue with their
business. I am saying this because most programmes are
funded; I have seen this in my constituency; others die
a natural death after two years or so. For some it is even
after a year; they would fail to pick up from the onset.
Then it would mean the Government would incur losses
because most repayments would be trailing behind.
Madam Speaker, before concluding, let me talk about
crime that it is indeed true that the police officers are
doing a lot to ensure that Batswana and their property
are safe in their homes. Going forward the Government
should consider regulations on bailout. In Mahalapye
all the petty thieves who were once arrested are now
tormenting the police once again because they are out
on bail. They are the ones whom the police are chasing
around on a daily basis. Since we know them, they end
up relocating from Mahalapye to other places. I just
want to say the Government should look into this issue.
Drug trafficking; it is evident that our country is a
country of peace, so drug traffickers have realised that
it is easy to pass through with drugs. When this House
makes laws, we should tighten drug related laws. In
other countries if one is arrested on possession of drugs,
there is no bailout until one is sentenced to a jail term.
Let me also talk about stock theft Madam Speaker
and say in places like Mahalapye, stock theft is now a
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business. When Bills are amended the relevant Minister
should tighten the laws so that those who steal livestock
should know that cattle which can improve the lives of
Batswana should not be taken away from them.
Corruption; Madam Speaker, fields like procurement,
our country cannot ignore issues of corruption and
financial flow. We are somehow affected by corruption.
The Government should pay close attention to the
procurement sector. Things start going wayward when
procurement commences. There ends up being a network
of companies, and the Government ends up buying things
at a very high price, and people in the procurement field
would be involved in this unscrupulous business.
Even what other Members of Parliament have talked
about, including the awarding of tenders Madam
Speaker; it should be looked into. There are some
tenders which are awarded and one would notice that
the Economic Diversification Drive (EDD) component
was missing. In the end the contractor would fail to
complete their projects; they would end up gathering up
all the profits they would have made in Botswana and
going somewhere else.
In conclusion, Madam Speaker let me thank the President
once again for leaving Vision 2036 in place, so that this
country and Parliament could continue upholding and
pushing forward to achieve the pillars captured there. I
remain and thank you Madam Speaker.
MR MMOLOTSI (FRANCISTOWN SOUTH):
Thank you Madam Speaker. Let me take this time
to congratulate you for being the President of
the Commonwealth Parliamentary Association, a
Committee that I have served in since I came to this
Parliament. We wish you well in preparations to host
the next African Region Conference. I have to applaud
the President, Madam Speaker for giving us the State
of the Nation Address. His Excellency, the President of
the Republic did well though I was absent but I would
like to highlight that I am not satisfied with the speech
because he did not highlight or do an appraisal on the
achievements of the promises he made during his term
as the President.
The procedure is that once one assumes a leadership
position they make promises which they need to report
on upon completion of their leadership term. This is
one aspect which his Excellency the President did
not cover in his State of the Nation address. In 2008
Madam Speaker, when the President was inaugurated
to the Presidency, he had so many wonderful initiatives
which Batswana believe would work for them and take
Botswana to greater heights. It does not reflect that
from the initiatives that were put in place, most of these
were never implemented. One of the things which the
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President talked about in 2008, page one of his speech is
tolerance. May I quote from paragraph 4 of the Speech
Madam Speaker?

HONOURABLE MEMBER: And eyes…

MADAM SPEAKER: Yes, do quote.

MR MMOLOTSI: That is why, Honourable Olopeng,
we cannot live with people who do not value life, that is
why we are not together…

MR MMOLOTSI: Where he says, “our democracy
is also embedded in a culture of tolerance and mutual
respect” this is something which was applauded by
Batswana and they believed that if the President believed
in a democracy embedded in a culture of tolerance and
mutual respect then the nation will go back to its roots.
It is unfortunate Madam Speaker that it did not take so
long for it to be clear that His Excellency, the President
himself does not have the spirit of tolerance. One of
such examples where he displayed his lack of tolerance
is the approach that he used to try and curb the intake
of alcohol. Another issue where the president proved
his intolerance is the way in which John Kalafatis was
killed…
MADAM SPEAKER: On that point of John Kalafatis,
we do not have quorum, we shall wait for them.
…Silence…
MR MMOLOTSI: So, according to my own
understanding, for him to have been preaching the
gospel of tolerance and then in a short space of time we
see the way the likes of John Kalafatis being killed in a
manner that…
HONOURABLE MEMBER: What is the subject
matter here?
MR MMOLOTSI: And then after the law has taken its
course…
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Clarification.
MR MMOLOTSI: The President then pardoned
Kalafati’s killers, the tolerance that the President
promised in paragraph 4 of Page 1 is no longer there, infact even the respect to one’s life is no longer there. One
of the values we uphold at the Alliance for Progressives
(AP) party is to value life. We do believe that life is God
given and therefore it must be valued.
MINISTER OF YOUTH EMPOWERMENT,
SPORT AND CULTURE DEVELOPMENT (MR
OLOPENG): Point of clarification. Thank you very
much Madam Speaker. Thank you Honourable Member.
I just need to understand that since you value life so
much at AP, how you link that to the recent activities
where people sustained injuries where you seemed not
to care about the lives of the people who sustained head
injuries…

MR OLOPENG: And so on, having lost their eyes?

HONOURABLE MEMBER: whom are you referring
to?
MR MMOLOTSI: It is just that we…
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Further clarification,
Honourable Mmolotsi…
MR MMOLOTSI: We value life, and they do not value
it and that is why I am saying that one of the principles
which we believed to have been preached by President
Khama was that of tolerance…
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Clarification.
MR MMOLOTSI: Which I am talking about, today.
MADAM SPEAKER: Honourable Minister of
Agriculture, the one who called for clarification is at the
back, Honourable Lelatisitswe.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: No, it is me.
MADAM SPEAKER: No, Honourable Lelatisitswe
was the first to call Honourable Minister.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Aah! First!
MADAM SPEAKER: Take your seat Honourable
Minister!
MR LELATISITSWE: Clarification. Thank you
so much Madam Speaker, to note that. I just want to
ask Honourable Winter Mmolotsi that since he does
not know anything about tolerance; yet the issues he
raises regarding the fact that the President does not
value tolerance, as you give an example on alcohol
intake Honourable Mmolotsi, is it not a concern raised
from the Kgotla meetings held by His Excellency the
President. In terms of tolerance, for the President to
have allowed you to go and fight and vandalise the
property at Bobonong and not order you to maintain the
school property after that, does that not show tolerance?
MR MMOLOTSI: So, Madam Speaker, that is my
piece on the issue of tolerance. I had actually thought
that President Khama will act on his words regarding
tolerance but it showed that he did not keep his promise
on the issue of tolerance and democracy. One thing that I
have realised is that upon assumption of the Presidency,
President Khama just assumed that Batswana lacked
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discipline, as highlighted in Paragraph 9 of the State of
the Nation Address delivered in 2008. The first thing he
mentioned was that he was going to restore discipline
amongst Batswana, if you allow me Madam Speaker,
may I quote paragraph 9…
MADAM SPEAKER: Paragraph 9 of?
MR MMOLOTSI: Paragraph 9 of the State of the
Nation Address 2008.
MADAM SPEAKER: Okay, do quote.
MR MMOLOTSI: He explained that, “no democracy
can exist without discipline”, the President drove it
in such a way that ended up making life difficult for
Batswana in Botswana. How was this carried out;
Madam Speaker, you will recall that it started with
regulated times for selling alcohol and closing times
for entertainment areas. This to me was infringing on
the rights of Batswana who were used to a democratic
Government where they can live anyhow they wanted
as long as they did not offend another person. Now
this indiscipline which the President noticed on people
was because now people were controlled forcefully.
So this issue of discipline in Botswana brought with
it surprising factors, for an example according to the
Happiness Index, it is indicated that Batswana are not
a happy nation. What has caused this? This is caused
by the decisions which were taken by the President in
trying to instil discipline.
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affects me because as we speak, my nephew has become
mentally challenged due to drugs. I am affected because
my nephew is no longer schooling and I think if he was
drinking alcohol, this could not have happened. Since
alcohol is expensive, our children are now faced with
this cruel situation.
We were promised rehabilitation centres in Botswana
using alcohol levy but the levy was not used for that.
Today there is none. For a child to get better after
excessive use of drugs, he or she is taken to Sbrana
Mental Hospital. This stigmatises children because
some of them are not there because they are mentally
challenged but are there because of using habit forming
drugs. This is not good as millions and millions were
made from the alcohol sales. Instead of using money
for what was promised by the President, it was used
for different things. It is one of the things that we will
remember about President Khama and his promises.
DR P. BUTALE: On a point of elucidation. Another
legacy that we will remember him by is that, not only
have people moved to hard behaviour forming drugs,
the fact right now, the President says the alcohol levy
has a lot of funds and on the other hand he says the
introduction of alcohol levy has reduced consumption
of alcohol. The logic there is that some people who
are financially capable continue to drink alcohol. This
means that, they are not taking care of their families.
Those who do not have money then resort to drugs. We
are left with a disastrous situation.

The President promised Batswana a lot of things in 2008.
Like I said, most of Batswana were hopeful that those
things will be delivered. National Policy on Alcohol
was promised. Today when I look at the Ministers, they
are embarrassed that the policy which was promised in
2008 has not been done. They rather introduced alcohol
levy. It was first introduced as a way of controlling the
drinking habits of Batswana. This alcohol levy system
which hiked alcohol prices has landed our country in
serious trouble like never before because now the
youth are taking things which are more dangerous than
alcohol as alcohol is expensive. That is why in all the
seven wards in my constituency I addressed the issue
of drugs because nowadays the youth no longer abuse
alcohol but are using marijuana. They are now using
deadly drugs because alcohol is now expensive.

MR MMOLOTSI: I said in this Parliament that in
economics, we say demand of alcohol is inelastic. If
by the fourth quart you are drunk, then you will always
have to buy four quarts to get drunk. It does not matter
whether the price of alcohol has gone up, you still have
to buy four to get drunk. That is why Honourable Butale
mentioned that, this situation impoverishes Batswana
and drove some who cannot afford to buy alcohol to
drugs.

I am not encouraging anyone to drink alcohol, I am not
an authority, I am not God. I cannot dictate what a person
can and cannot drink. What I am saying is that President
Khama is to blame for the use of drugs by the youth
since alcohol prices were increased. The ten-year tenure
of President Khama is leaving us in a state where there
is no street you cannot find drugs and the youth hooked
on these drugs, some become mentally challenged. It

Recently, four Judges were suspended and ended up
having to go and ask for forgiveness. We have seen
the recommendations of Judicial Service Commission
(JSC) rejected because President Khama did not want
those Judges and he refused. They ended up taking the
matter to court and court ruled that these people should
be given their positions as promised. That is when one
capable Judge was able to be appointed.
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something positive which we are happy about; Judicial
independence. In Paragraph 17 where he addresses the
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that Judges are living in fear.
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We have seen other Judges such as Mr Moroka, Mr
Nthomiwa and others instructed to show course why they
are not supposed to be charged in a case we thought was
finished. The only problem was that Judge Moroka was
handling the Electronic Voting Machine (EVM) case.
The other Judge was handling Mr Morupisi’s case where
he dismissed an employee from work on allegations
that he made certain utterances. These Judges received
letters a week before they were supposed to preside over
those cases they were handling. The intension was to
instil fear in them that if they do not handle or judge the
cases the way the Government wants, they would be in
big trouble.

MINISTER
OF
AGRICULTURAL
DEVELOPMENT AND FOOD SECURITY (MR
RALOTSIA): Point of order. Madam Speaker, it cannot
be in order for Honourable Mmolotsi there to think I am
confused when he is the one in that state. If he wants to
ask me where the project is, he should just do so. Earlier
on I was telling him that lawlessness is not tolerance.
They are two different things. Thank you very much.

We are not experiencing the judicial independence that
we were promised, but we shall indeed remember the
Mongwato man who happens to be Kgosi very well.
We will remember him because during his tenure as
President, the judiciary in Botswana was oppressed
in a very painful manner and now they do not even
understand where exactly they are. That is the legacy
that I would like to talk about concerning President
Khama, because when he ascended to the seat of
presidency we ululated with much anticipation.

MR MMOLOTSI: It is just that Setswana is a bit
unclear Madam Speaker, I meant confusion, that he is
confused and has no idea where the project is. Now
when someone says ‘o mo sediding’ (he is confused)
it sounds as if one is saying he is drunk, but I was not
referring to being intoxicated.

MADAM SPEAKER: Order! Order! Honourable
Minister, the problem is getting even; because when he
said you are clueless, you also said he was lost. Now it
means you have settled your case. Continue please.

At that time, we were promised that we are going to
have Morupule B; we were told it was going to generate
electricity up to 600 megawatts. We were told it was
going to be a source of pride for Batswana, that we will
have a lot of electricity such that we will be exporting
some to create revenue for this country. This time
around, we were expecting President Khama to explain
to us what happened to the Morupule B Power Station
when we are now being told that it going to be sold to
the Chinese company that built it. Did he not say it was
going to be a pride for Batswana? When did it shift from
being a pride for Batswana to a source of pride for the
Chinese? These are some of the issues that we were
expecting President Khama to address because he gave
an inkling of them in 2008. These are not the only ones.

In 2008, the farmers of this country ululated because
they were promised an Agriculture Insurance Scheme.
They were told, “I have observed as President Khama
that your crops are sometimes attacked by natural
disasters. Your cattle and other livestock are sometimes
attacked by diseases which you also did not expect, but
I am going to do what is called an Agriculture Insurance
Scheme.” Even today we are still here. Batswana’s
crops are being washed away by floods. Batswana’s
cattle are being struck by Foot and Mouth Disease and
other various diseases. How many Batswana are there
who have benefited from this Agriculture Insurance
Scheme? Honourable Molefe says it is there. In my
constituency and others’ that are not mine, we have not
heard about the Agriculture Insurance Scheme being
put to use anywhere. Unless it is only working for
Members of the BDP. As I have said, President Khama
promised on paragraph 45 that they were going to make
an Agriculture Insurance Scheme.

We were promised on Paragraph 41, 2008; Madam
Speaker, may I quote where the President said, “Another
major initiative under consideration is the Zambezi
Agro-Commercial Integrated Development Project,
whose objective is to develop agricultural production
on a large commercial scale in northern Botswana.”
The Minister of Agriculture is here, if one asks him
about this project which the President promised, which
Batswana were excited about because agriculture used
to be a sector which yielded great results for Batswana;
it generated revenue for Batswana. Now where is
this 2008 project? Even Honourable Ralotsia is just
confused; he has no idea where the project is.

When President Khama ascended to the Presidency, we
were at a point where investors from other countries
were interested in investing here. Those who were here
expanded their businesses, but in 10 years, we have seen
a decline in the number of investors; and we are also
experiencing uncertainty for the expatriate business
community. This uncertainty is caused by the Bills
and Acts from Honourable Batshu’s ministry. When
someone wakes up the next day, they could be told to
pack and go, regardless of how much money they have
invested in Botswana. We shall remember President
Khama with this uncertainty, that during his reign people
were living in fear that expatriates could be chased out
at any moment.
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MINISTER OF NATIONALITY, IMMIGRATION
AND GENDER AFFAIRS (MR BATSHU): On a
point of clarification. Thank you Honourable Member.
You were saying “Honourable Batshu’s Acts or Bills,”
what I know is that I apply laws that have been passed
by this Parliament.
MR MMOLOTSI: Thank you Honourable Batshu.
The laws from this Parliament that were inspired by
President Khama; dictating the tone of what the Bill or
Act should sound like. We are in a situation whereby
those who live in peace as business people are those
who give the BDP (Domkrag) loads of money. Those
who enjoy are the expatriates who fill up the moneybag
that the Vice President is always carrying.
MINISTER OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT AND
RURAL DEVELOPMENT (MR TSOGWANE):
Point of order. You are starting to talk about things that
are not true. He should come out clearly and mention
those who are enjoying. Those who are enjoying
because they have given the BDP (Domkrag) money,
who are they? He should produce evidence, otherwise
he should withdraw.
HONOURABLE MEMBERS: …(Murmurs)…

Democratic Party is the only party that is being supported
by the business people? What about other parties which
are getting support from the business people?
MADAM SPEAKER: Order!
HONOURABLE MEMBERS: … (Inaudible) …
MADAM SPEAKER: Hey! Learn to keep quiet Boko,
look at another leader of the other party he is quiet.
Keep quiet! Keep quiet!
HONOURABLE MEMBER: … (Inaudible) …
MADAM SPEAKER: No, keep quiet. Are you saying
you can cross?
HONOURABLE MEMBER: … (Inaudible) …
MADAM SPEAKER: … (Laughter!) … Listen, keep
quiet. Let us close the matter because when you raise it
you are compelling him to do the same. So when you
have the floor you should also mention their sponsors
because right now you are settling a score when you
allude that they should mention theirs it means they
are somehow sponsored. Okay! This matter is closed,
we can proceed. HONOURABLE MEMBER: …
(Inaudible) …

MADAM SPEAKER: No, wait a moment! Ah! Ah!
Are you Speakers now? His problem is that he is not
saying it as an assumption. He did not say, “Whom I
assume to be giving those people a lot of money.” He is
saying it as a statement of fact that “they are giving them
a lot of money” which means he has proof. Honourable
Mmolotsi, do you have proof?

MR MMOLOTSI: So, Madam Speaker when we …

MR MMOLOTSI: Yes Madam Speaker, I have
evidence. Madam Speaker, do you remember that time
in Moshupa when the Vice President displayed some
vehicles; a truck, a hatchback Mazda, saying they were
donated to him by one businessperson in Mogoditshane?
That is not the only thing, he also has a bag he always
carries and it is full of money that he uses to buy people
in the various constituencies. Those business people
refill that bag. I mean that is enough evidence to allude
to the fact that if you do not support the BDP (Domkrag)
financially as an external or expatriate businessperson,
you cannot survive in Botswana. Even Batswana who
do not support…

MADAM SPEAKER: It is a serious matter but I do not
want to go over what you have just said so that is why I
am saying let us proceed Honourable Members.

MR TSOGWANE: Point of order. Madam Speaker,
this is a serious matter. I think this Honourable Member
is trying to trivialize a very critical point here. We want
evidence to say, these other businesspeople are not doing
well because they are not using their money or are not
financing Domkrag. He must give an example of those
that are not supporting Botswana Democratic Party,
who are not doing well and tell us whether Botswana
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HONOURABLE MEMBER: Point of order.
MADAM SPEAKER: No, listen…
HONOURABLE MEMBER: This is a serious matter
Madam Speaker.

HONOURABLE MEMBER: No, that is not what I
am saying Madam Speaker. I was addressing the person
holding the floor that why can he not give us…
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Point of order.
MADAM SPEAKER: I am standing so you cannot
stand.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Point of order Madam
Speaker.
MADAM SPEAKER: No, I have made a ruling Father.
I do not want to go back. The reason I am standing is
that I made a ruling. Let us proceed and stop making
pointless arguments. Proceed.
MR MMOLOTSI: Thank you Madam Speaker. Still
on that point, I would like to conclude that right now
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when we ask for sponsorship from business owners they
are afraid to assist because they fear President Khama’s
government.

HONOURABLE MEMBER: Substantiate.

MADAM SPEAKER: How do you know that they are
afraid of it?

MR MMOLOTSI: Madam Speaker, at Tonota there
was a camping site with more than 600 tents called Dubai
camp of Honourable Masisi, there was a stretcher…

HONOURABLE MEMBERS: … (Laughter!) …
MADAM SPEAKER: No, you are now …
(Interruption) … You are out of order; I will ask you
to…
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Point of order.
MADAM SPEAKER: No! Do not talk whilst I am
standing. You are now out of order because I will ask
you who? Produce evidence of the person who said, “I
am afraid of this Government.”
HONOURABLE MEMBER: … (Inaudible) …
MADAM SPEAKER: No! You will have to mention
the name.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: … (Inaudible) …
MADAM SPEAKER: No, not at the office. Most of the
things which are said to be submitted at this office are
never submitted. Let us proceed.
MR MMOLOTSI: Thank you Madam Speaker. That is
how things are and that is the legacy we shall remember
President Khama by. The last promise I want to…
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Point of order.
MADAM SPEAKER: I hope we are not going back to
that issue.

MADAM SPEAKER: Yes, substantiate.

HONOURABLE MEMBER: Point of order.
MR MMOLOTSI: There was a stretcher, a cap, a
glove and a cup. Rumours are there were boxes of socks
in some tents, so that is money. My constituents…,
the Vice President threw a party next to my house at
Francistown, money was being…
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Point of order.
MADAM SPEAKER: Honourable Ralotsia
MR MMOLOTSI: …there was plenty of food. We are
trying to…(interruption)…to substantiate the issue of
the money the Vice President carries.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Point of order.
MADAM SPEAKER: Mmolotsi, you are out of order.
MR KEORAPETSE: The House is out of order.
MADAM SPEAKER: Because you are busy saying
point of order, point of order.
MR KEORAPETSE: Madam Speaker, you have not
been asking those questions to the other side, you have
not been doing that. You have been granting them points
of orders.

MINISTER
OF
AGRICULTURAL
DEVELOPMENT AND FOOD SECURITY (MR
RALOTSIA): Point of order. Madam Speaker, it
cannot be in order for Honourable Mmolotsi to make
such serious allegations against His Honour the Vice
President, to say he goes around carrying lots of money
in his bag.

MADAM SPEAKER: Wait. If Honourable Mmolotsi
is on the floor, you cannot just …(Interruption)…

HONOURABLE MEMBERS: … (Murmurs) …

MR KEORAPETSE: But he had finished.

MR RALOTSIA: No! This needs to be substantiated
Madam Speaker. It cannot be accepted. You will also
make the Vice President prey; people will think he is
carrying a lot of money when they see him. It is not
acceptable.

MADAM SPEAKER: Speak.

MADAM SPEAKER: Listen!
HONOURABLE MEMBERS: … (Murmurs) …
MADAM SPEAKER: No! Order! He is saying you
should subset…

MR KEORAPETSE: They were seeking them while
he was on the floor.
MADAM SPEAKER: No but you were supposed to
allow him to finish first that is when you could stand.

MR KEORAPETSE: Point of order. Madam Speaker,
you made a ruling in this House twice. Honourable
Nkaigwa said it in this House that His Honour the
Vice President, is captured by naturalized Indians. His
Honour the Vice President was here when Honourable
Nkaigwa made such remarks and when he made those
remarks for the second time, you ordered him to
withdraw the remarks. He refused and referred to his
earlier remarks that His Honour the Vice President was
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captured by naturalized Indians. That remains the record
of the Hansard. It remains our belief that His Honour
the Vice President, is captured because he is always
carrying money around including in camp Dubai.

dish food for them no one else was allowed to dish for
them. He wanted to be the only one who hands them
blankets, shirts and clothes so we shall remember this
legacy of President Khama.

MADAM SPEAKER: Proceed Honourable Mmolotsi.

Madam Speaker, during the State of the Nation Address,
President Khama talked about the Electronic Voting
Machine (EVM). He said we are going to use the EVMs
and he believes that the component of Voter Verifiable
paper Audit Trail (VVPAT) will be added onto the
machines. I want to say that if the President is aware
of what is happening in other countries and if he cares
about peace that this country has enjoyed, he should
stop the use of EVMs.

MR MMOLOTSI: Thank you Madam Speaker.
President Khama …
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Point of order.
MADAM SPEAKER: Honourable Father, Standing
Order 59. I made a ruling and we are unable to proceed
because…I do not know what to say but you are out of
order and it is not productive.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: … (Inaudible) …
MADAM SPEAKER: No, but I will tell you why,
maybe outside. I will tell you why you are out of order.
MR MMOLOTSI: He does not want me to flow with
my presentation. I get offended.
I was about to get to my last point Madam Speaker of
unfulfilled promises.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Point of order.
MR MMOLOTSI: The President promised us that he
is going to make the players of Super League..., Madam
Speaker, allow me to quote Paragraph number 67 where
the President said, I quote “In line with Vision 2016
Pillar of a United and Proud Nation, Government has
taken the initiative to support different codes of sports.
In this regard, appearance fees for official national team
games and monthly allowances to local athletes in the
Premier League, First Division North and South and
other sport codes have been introduced.” To date, the
Minister of Sports is there if we can ask him how many
players of Super League have been paid appearance fees
and allowances? If he had already paid them he could
have stood up before I even finish this sentence. There
is nothing like that but the President promised us. The
youth were excited that sport is going to be developed
since there will be allowances. To date the President has
not delivered on his promises.
We shall remember President Khama as a President who
made great promises but never fulfils them. We shall
also remember that President Khama of all Presidents
did a good job of visiting Batswana across the country,
yes he loved Batswana.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Clarification.
MR MMOLOTSI: I am stating the positives man! He
loved Batswana so much that he personally wanted to
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Recently, Kenya has instabilities because of the EVM.
Madam Speaker, you recently heard that the Elections
Presiding Officer was found dead. It was reported that
his hand was amputated because he had used his finger
to program those machines. Therefore as they wanted
to hack the machines, the man ended up being killed
and was amputated so that they could use his finger.
The effect of that was that the results came out before
voting ended and before voting started in other places.
Madam Speaker, that is not all. The results indicated
that the machines were programmed on a ratio basis
of how much each party is allocated out of a certain
number of votes. You could plot and see the consistency
thorough out the constituencies. Madam Speaker, it was
humiliating that there were no observers in some areas
and in those areas, the results showed that all people
registered to vote, had voted. This cannot happen
and this only happened in areas where there were no
observers as it was reported. Furthermore, Madam
Speaker, after a court ruling ordering re-election, Raila
Odinga withdrew and since the machine was already
programmed to give him votes, it kept giving him votes
even after his withdrawal.
HONOURABLE MEMBERS …(Laughter!) …
MR MMOLOTSI: Madam Speaker, I have been with
Kenyans at Germany and they advised me to request
Government not to use the EVMs and this is why I was
going to appeal to His Honour the Vice President that
this borders on his future as the incoming President
of this republic. How elections turn out will result
in revolutions during his tenure as the President of
Botswana and President Khama would just watch and
say “during my time, there were no revolutions, they
can only happen to the likes of Masisi, and I knew… ”
MINISTER OF DEFENCE, JUSTICE AND
SECURITY (MR KGATHI): On a point of clarification.
Thank you Madam Speaker. Thank you Honourable
Mmolotsi. Two things; first one, it is on record that you
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stood here in this Parliament as a Member of Parliament
saying this country is lagging behind and needs an
Electronic Voting Machine. So I want to understand if
you have changed your mind?
The second one; you said during the time of President
Khama, performance of sports has not improved.
Do you still remember that it is on record that in the
history of Botswana Sport, it is only during the Khama
administration where Botswana first managed to go for
the Africa Cup of Nations, where Botswana attained
the first gold medal at the Olympics and the World
Championships? Are you not aware of those things?
MR MMOLOTSI: Madam Speaker, I will carry on as
if nothing happened because I cannot take him seriously
while everyone in Botswana has given up on him.
Madam Speaker, let me now move onto…
DR P. BUTALE: On a point of elucidation. Thank
you Honourable Mmolotsi. I was with some Kenyan
Members of Parliament and they informed me that this
machine continued to count the votes even after the
results were released.
MR MMOLOTSI: This clearly shows the Botswana
Democratic Party’s intension to cheat during the coming
elections. It is so frustrating to see the conflict that the
Electronic Voting Machine has brought about in other
countries yet certain people think it is fine for it to be
used here. I would like to be straight forward with
people like you Kgathi; you have children too and if
there is ever a problem in this country, your children are
not going to be excluded; they are going to die together
with ours. You are deliberately brewing conflict in this
republic…
HONOURABLE MEMBER: …(Inaudible)...
MR MMOLOTSI: That is because you sent people
who dislike us. I want to make it clear that if you are
going to go ahead with the use of the Electronic Voting
Machine, you are going to create problems that you will
not be able to contain. Madam Speaker, I will like to
now talk about my constituency…
MR MARKUS: On a point of order. I would like to
ask something; if I stood up in this house and called
Honourable Wynter Mmolotsi a thief, is that just going
to be ignored and treated as if it is okay? Some of us
here believe in God; are they familiar with the Ten
Commandments in which one states that we should not
tell a lie? Telling a lie is a sin and one will be punished
for it.
MADAM SPEAKER: That is a point of clarification.
You may continue Honourable Member.
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MR MMOLOTSI: Madam Speaker, this is why in the
Alliance for Progressives (AP) we believe that a lot of
things needs to be done in Botswana. We are concerned
about the high rate of unemployment in this country. In
Francistown South, in fact the whole of Francistown
the youth are struggling to get employment even after
acquiring certain qualification. In fact, they have
lost hope of ever finding a job in life. The Botswana
Democratic Party Government is doing nothing to
help these youth find employment. They are rather
happy to be using them in their party choirs singing
songs like, “Lelatisitswe wa rona ga se botshamekelo”
(our Lelatisitswe is not a playground). At the end of
the day they have nothing to give to their families.
Unemployment is something which is bothering us a lot.
We are saying this country should do anything to ensure
that the youth are employed.
One of the things which we could do is that as you keep
saying you have programmes to assist in businesses, it
shows that funds are there; so why can you not encourage
people who are 40, 50 years and above to retire so that
you give them these funds to go and start businesses
because they have an experience of doing business?
Then you take the young people and employ them to
work since they are young and they have no experience.
Others do not have an interest at all to run any business.
Therefore, to have programmes for businesses you are
assuming that all youth are entrepreneurs or they are
interested in doing business.
My wish is to see how we can make early retirement
attractive. One of the ways is that since we have a fund
for youth dubbed Youth Development Fund (YDF),
and other avenues; let us have another fund which
encourages those who are still formerly employed to
retire. Can many youth not be employed? They can.
Besides that, let us try to make the YDF that we are so
proud of targeted. It should be said, “we have observed
that in Francistown South there is a challenge with
uniform in schools…” and then a group or team would
be established and these young people would be assisted
with a business related to making school uniforms; then
they would supply all schools in Francistown South
with school uniforms, as an example, because we
cannot allow this youth unemployment situation to go
on without doing anything about it; this is the only thing
that can help us to reduce abject poverty which some of
our youths are born in to. Some of them were born in
really poor families but they managed to go to school.
An old woman would sell eggs; she would sell her last
goat so that this young person would attain their first
degree. This poor parent would have done so knowing
that her insurance in life is this child. Currently these
young people cannot find jobs, they are just at home and
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now the old women are regretting saying ‘had I left my
goats alone, maybe they could have given birth to more
goats, at least I would afford to get some milk and make
some soft porridge for this poor child.’ Unemployment
is bad.
When coming to the issue of health, it has been years
since we have been talking about shortage of equipment,
medication, nurses and doctors. This situation is not
improving because the Government of Botswana treats
professionals lightly in an unbelievable manner. To train
a doctor Madam Speaker, is something which takes
many years. These people who would have trained as
doctors are the cream of the society. When you employ
them immediately they finish school in Ireland, you
cannot retain that particular person.
Then this educated person who has been to school for
many years, who is useful to society would end up
quitting their job because we are not paying them enough,
all the money would be given to Slumber Tsogwane.
Imagine, what value is he adding to Botswana?
MINISTER OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT AND
RURAL DEVELOPMENT (MR TSOGWANE):
Point of order. I believe you did not hear him because
you were still talking to some people.
MADAM SPEAKER: Okay, I was still talking this
side; what did he say? Father, tell me I am listening.
MR TSOGWANE: Ask him to repeat what he said so
that you hear him properly, otherwise we should refer to
the Hansard.
MADAM SPEAKER: What did you say Honourable
Mmolotsi? I was still talking to the officer.
MR MMOLOTSI: I was saying…We are on a point
of order, right? I was saying I have a challenge because
right now we are failing to retain the young people who
have trained as doctors; having taken many years at
school. When they get back here, we give them salaries
that are lower than the allowances they were getting
whilst they were in Ireland studying medicine. Then I
concluded by saying as these people are in this situation
of not being properly remunerated, we end up giving
all the monies to the likes of Slumber Tsogwane whom
in my view, I do not see the need for him to be given
money because the value he is adding to the nation of
Botswana is literally non-existent.
MR TSOGWANE: Point of order. I just wanted to say
when someone has nothing to say yet they have wrecked
all the parties and now remaining with no party to disrupt
they should just sit down and stop troubling people. The
Alliance for Progressives (AP) is very unfortunate. You
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are very unlucky Honourable Ndaba to be with someone
like this one. When you hear him saying such things he
is still going to break AP apart, so he is very much out
of order.
MADAM SPEAKER: You were hitting back. That is
enough.
MR MMOLOTSI: Madam Speaker you can just see
that this is a testimony.
MADAM SPEAKER: No, do not involve me
Honourable Member, I do not see anything.
MR MMOLOTSI: Apparently he wants to be a Vice
President, these days it is easily attainable anyway.
On to my last point Madam Speaker, let me say we are
supposed to stand up for our children’s education. It is
unfortunate because the skills development part came
late; the one which is trying to match the children’s
skills with the opportunities that are available. If this
aspect could have come earlier, we would not be facing
challenges like we are now whereby you find children in
certain areas roaming the streets not having anything to
do because at that time they could have been convinced
that our projections are showing us that after 10 years
this area or field would be saturated, the other one
would not. Through their new programme of ETSSP,
I take it that the Ministry of Basic Education and Skills
Development will reach such a state.
I conclude by saying, we have challenges in cities.
The challenges that we are facing are that the BDP
(Domkrag) Government has neglected the voters in a
shocking way. As the rains are starting, we are beginning
to panic. We are panicking because water is going to
flood our electorates’ yards. There is no storm water
drainage system. This means during the rainy season,
water floods people’s yards and nothing is being done
about it. It has been years since we have been talking
about this issue.
Honourable Nkaigwa was talking about the sewerage
earlier on. Even in Francistown city we still have people
who are using pit latrines because sewerage lines were
made but connection points were not built for them.
Just because of connection points, people have been
using pit latrines for years and years, yet the sewerage
lines are there. These are things that really hurt us
Madam Speaker and we do not know why we are hated
so much as the people of Francistown; such that we find
ourselves in these disheartening situations.
It has been years since we in Francistown South, have
been asking for a bridge across, which could be taking
us from that side to Nyangabgwe or to Francistown
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East because there is a huge stream where our people
are mugged, raped and have all sorts of things done to
them. So every year when we talk about the bridge, the
funds are never there to build it. I do not know if the
problem is that people voted for Moswaane or what.
We do not know whether it is because Honourable Billy
was in another faction, is this what is affecting us? We
really do not know. It has been years since we have been
asking for this bridge but we are failing to get it; even
up to now Madam Speaker, I am saying the people of
Francistown are really concerned, they want the bridge.
We do not have a 24-hour clinic in our constituency.
At night, we use the Area W clinic but people in my
constituency are not born with silver spoons in their
mouths, hence they end up hiring a taxi at a special rate
as credit. From there they have to work hard at Ipelegeng
to pay back the taxi operators. I have consulted with the
Minister of Health and Wellness to consider turning
clinics at Francistown into 24-hour operation clinics but
they are failing.
We do not have a Senior Secondary School at
Francistown South and our students attend school at
Francistown North constituency. They commit from far
and wake up as early as 4:00 am. We have experienced
cases where girl children have been raped on their way to
the schools, such as Mater Spei College and Francistown
Senior Secondary Schools. When we consulted with
Honourable Dow to turn one junior secondary school
into a unified school, I was specific last time where I
mentioned that there is the Goldmine Secondary school,
and the catchment area was children from Gerald Estate,
and that there is a new school which has been opened
in the area and that we could use some classrooms and
upgrade it to be a unified school? We could cut the
distance the students travel to Mater Spei College and
Francistown Senior Secondary School (FSSS) as it is
quite a long distance for students to travel. The area is
far from where the students live, they have to be up at
around 3:00am in order to make time for school and
they walk to the schools at around 4:00am. We are faced
with challenges and no one is attending to those, there
is no government, and everything is just not controlled
by anyone. Those people who could be helping us have
been bought by the Botswana Democratic Party so we
are faced with huge challenges…
MADAM SPEAKER: Your time is up…
MINISTER OF INVESTMENT, TRADE AND
INDUSTRY (MR SERETSE): Thank you Madam
Speaker. Allow me to start by quoting His Excellency,
“Madam Speaker in accordance with the Constitution,
5 months from now I shall be passing the baton of
leadership of our great country to a capable hand of
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His Honour the Vice President. I am confident that
with support of Members of this House and the nation
as a whole the next administration will continue to
build on the legacy of progress that was begun under
my predecessors”. I start with this quote deliberately
Madam Speaker for in the past doomsayers have said
that His Excellency exhibits intentions of someone who
will not be able to say, ‘I have run my race.’ We must
commend him, for some of us have never been in doubt
that when his time comes, he will do what is necessary.
In the words of Paul from the Bible he says, run your
race and indeed when you have run your race, you must
hand the baton of leadership and he has clearly done
so. Handing to the next generation does not mean that
you shall not contribute in the future, for you shall be
an elder statesman who shall counsel, who shall advise
and be there to guide as an elder statesman. For that
we believe he will continue to offer wisdom to the new
generation.
Coming to the speech as a whole, it is a very, very
comprehensive speech, very detailed and very
informative. Informative so that the nation clearly
understands where he is coming from and where he
is leaving us at this stage. He has started by clearly
articulating where we are in terms of our economic
situation. If we understand clearly the economics and
world economics today, one would understand that the
numbers that have indicated our growth rates must be
appreciated. The developed countries today are growing
at around 1 per cent, 2 per cent and indeed, I mention the
developed countries because sometimes it is said that
we do not compare ourselves with advanced countries.
I do not even want to talk about some of the countries
in Africa which are growing at a negative rate. We are
growing at about 3.2 per cent and indeed we will cross
4.2 per cent going to the future. This is so critical for the
nation to understand that when we talk about the issues
and demands that we make from Government, we must
understand where we are talking from. We must realise
what is in the pot and not just talk recklessly about
demands when the pot cannot support what we want,
that he made very, very clear.
I also want to dive and talk about Selebi Phikwe, where
indeed everybody acknowledges that with the closure
of the mine there are challenges, no one can doubt that.
Indeed, there has been concerted efforts to support
Selebi Phikwe by short term and long term measures.
P6 million was spent on fees for the students in primary
schools in Selebi Phikwe. P6 million is not a joke, it is a
lot of money. I want to believe that if somebody thinks
that P6 million is a joke then he must be very rich. In
Selebi Phikwe, my colleague, I want to believe you did
acknowledge that something has been done, but some of
the projects are long term. This year the projects that are
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in Selebi Phikwe have created almost 1500 jobs. In the
year 2018/2019 we expect that about 2360 jobs would
be created. We have a number of potential companies
that are going to Selebi Phikwe. We have got companies
that want to repair and build locomotives and we have
directed them to Selebi Phikwe. We have also made
sure that at least there is a good farmer who is doing
a good job at Talana and we believe that there is going
to be more jobs coming from there. There has been a
number of Batswana companies as well that have gone
to Selebi Phikwe that have started their operations and
we believe that will help the situation in Selebi Phikwe.
It is so critical that Phikwe does not become a ghost
town, I want to repeat this because it is a statement that
will haunt me if it becomes a ghost town. It will not be
a ghost town because efforts are there.
What one should appreciate in terms of inviting investors
to come is that it is a process. We would wish these rail
people who want to do locomotives will tomorrow be
there, but there is a process, and a gestation period.
When the results come, they will be there to see. I just
wanted to make sure that I raise these issues because
when we continue to raise hopelessness for the people
of Selebi Phikwe, we are also creating a problem where
we would cause people to leave the area and make it
even worse. It is very important for them to have hope,
and believe that something will happen. I just wanted to
underscore that point Sir.
His Excellency has also talked about economic
diversification. Here is a challenge as well. As the
ministry, we have clearly looked at the import bill,
which is almost at P73 billion, and analysed it so that
we allow Batswana to know the opportunities that are
there in the country.
We also believe with the financial backing of Citizen
Entrepreneurial Development Agency (CEDA),
Batswana should be able to take up these opportunities
and create jobs. What we have discovered, which we
are also working on, is the level of entrepreneurship,
which basically we still find ourselves lacking in that
area. That is why we have institutions such as Local
Enterprise Authority (LEA) to support enterprises to
make sure that they are able to support the industries
or the companies that are operating in different sectors.
Back to the economy again, it is important to recognise
that the level of inflation in a country is a determinant
of how it impacts on the day to day lives of individuals.
For a period of almost three years, we have been able
to maintain the inflation between three and six per cent
which cushions individuals as they…(interruption)…
We have to recognise and appreciate that in the report,
while we might be blamed for so many things, the
management of the economy, relative…
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MADAM SPEAKER: Honourable Vincent, recording
officers are asking you to position your microphone
properly because they miss parts of your debate.
MR SERETSE: While we might have our adversaries, I
am saying relative to many other countries, our financial
management of the country is very prudent. Prudent
means it is not poor. It means it is very clinical and very
important. That in itself, if you look at how we managed
to survive the pressures of the economy when many
other countries could not manage their economies…
MAJ. GEN. MOKGWARE: On a point of clarification.
Thank you Madam Speaker. Thank you Honourable
Minister. I would like you as you go on, to try and explain
why is it that we have a very good economy growing at
4.3 per cent, but we also have growing unemployment?
We have closure of businesses and the gap between the
rich and the poor is also increasing.
MR SERETSE: I will just paraphrase what their latest
report of Bank of Botswana says. They have said that
the economy of this country is positive. That is not
me. It is the Bank of Botswana which was saying the
economy of this country is positive. They have said
they have reduced the bank rate to five per cent. The
reason they said they reduced the bank rate to five per
cent, they are saying, by doing that, they are essentially
trying to motivate the private sector to start businesses.
This is the conundrum I am talking about, and you must
listen to me very carefully because I am talking about
the whole country. I am saying, when you look at the
import bill, what we buy from outside as a nation, we
know what we are buying. We have analysed that import
bill; from cement, cabbage; you name it. Having done
that, it is a platform where we are saying, Batswana
must take up these sectors. To make it possible, the
CEDA Bank is offering interest rates lower than other
banks. So, if as a Government you have facilitated that,
you have this ready, and the Government says, “I will
even consume what you are going to produce, and I am
giving you money this other side to be able to start the
business,” where is the problem? Is it not Batswana? It
is Batswana; they are not taking the opportunities that
are there. I just want to make it very clear that, I give
you this list as a measure, and say, this side, you have
got a facility, and I am saying let us acknowledge where
we start as Batswana when it comes to business. We
come from…
MAJ. GEN. MOKGWARE: On a point of clarification.
Thank you very much Speaker. Thank you very much
Minister. You are bringing a very good point. Do you
not think that there is a structural problem, which
actually entails policies also by Government? That is
why Batswana are unable to get loans. The processes
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and regulations also play a part. So, it is structural.
For 50 years, it has been like that. We should accept
the mistakes which we have made as a Government,
that indeed the economy is growing, it looks healthy,
but Batswana are not participating in that particular
economy because there is a structural problem there.
MR SERETSE: I think there is nothing structural
about it. I was giving you a simple formulation of
what is going on. I am saying, we have recognised as a
Government that the entrepreneurial spirit in Batswana
is not at the level where other countries are. What we
understand in research and if you look at other societies,
they did not start first by believing that when you herd
cattle and they are many in the field, they are enough.
It is only today when you realise that when you manage
your stock, you talk about offtake. You should talk to
Honourable Mokgware he will explain to you. It is not
about the number; that there must be thousands. It is
about managing them to say, if they are 500, the offtake
must be this and this; commercial enterprise. In the
olden days it was about how many cattle you have, when
you say I have got 1000, everybody says, yeah! you
are a good man, but things have changed. That is why
where you are coming from and we are saying we have
recognised… That is why we believe that institutions
like Local Enterprise Authority must be able to assist the
people in terms of learning enterprise and indeed even
in the…
MINISTER OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT AND
RURAL DEVELOPMENT (MR TSOGWANE):
Elucidation. Thank you Honourable Member. You
are trying very hard to make people understand what
you are trying to explain, although they derail you by
other terminologies which probably they are limited
to understand about the structural problem. So let me
assist and elucidate on this point Honourable Member,
that indeed Government has gone an extra mile to even
set up financial institutions irrespective of the fact that
we have the private banks. We have set up private
institutions like Citizen Entrepreneurial Development
Agency (CEDA), National Development Bank (NDB),
you know going an extra mile to try and assist those who
do not qualify at commercial banks. So Government is
providing an enabling environment that is the business
of Government, to provide an enabling environment. So
you can take the horse to the river but you cannot force
it to drink water.
MR SERETSE: Thank you Honourable Member.
Let me continue with expounding and reaffirming the
presentation that was done by His Excellency. He also…
MR KEORAPETSE: Clarification. Honourable
Speaker, I think Honourable Minister whilst we
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appreciate what the Government has done in setting
up all these financial institutions, but you should also
acknowledge structural problems that are there. I hear
Father of the House saying that we do not understand
what is meant by structural problems. You know that
the ease of doing business in this country is difficult.
There are people who have been turned down by CEDA
but were approved by commercial banks, including my
comrade who was declined by CEDA but assisted by a
commercial bank. So these are structural problems that
are there, systemic problems on ease of doing business.
Including the education system, you can blame Batswana
all you want, but is the education system structured in a
manner that will create entrepreneurs? No, we have kids
now, they are writing exams, eight subjects. What are
you doing with eight subjects when you are supposed to
be concentrating on what you do best? These are some
of the things that the Government has to acknowledge,
that there are problems.
MR SERETSE: Thank you Honourable Member. There
are clients who are rejected by commercial banks and
they are accepted by CEDA. So basically sometimes
that is what is going on. I do not want to …
HONOURABLE MEMBERS: …(Murmurs)…
MR SERETSE: Can you just listen? I was talking
about tourism. I have said that tourism as an industry
is playing a very critical part in the country. Its
contribution to the economy is very significant and the
speech is basically saying, we must be able to expand
this industry. I think in the area of Selebi Phikwe for
instance, they are going to be talking about tourism
around the dams, where effectively when you talk about
tourism around the dams, it means probably those who
will be business minded, will be talking about boats that
are running in the dams out there. Water sport; the water
sport would be new, because for us Botswana, basically
being a desert it would be a new thing and they will be
introduced and create employment as well as revenue
for the people.
One other area which is so significant when you talk
about infrastructure, especially the Information and
Communications Technology (ICT) infrastructure, the
Government has delivered infrastructure. The cables,
are in place, east and west and indeed almost every
village now is supported by fibre optic lines. All that
there is to do is to connect and that in itself would
support the business as well. Just to address the point
that you raised about the ease of doing business, indeed
the Government has realised that there are problems
with the ease of doing business. We have come with a
programme to deal with issues like that. We do have a
roadmap of removing all impediments to business. It is a
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continuous process of Government creating an enabling
environment for the private sector to thrive.
Electrification; to date, 392 villages out of 492 have
been electrified. This is very significant, because almost
all the villages have been reached and probably in the
next financial year we would be able to cover all the
villages by supplying them with electricity. Electricity
creates opportunities. When it comes to education, the
children are able now to study longer because they have
got light. We have also come with so many important
changes that are significant. We passed the amendments
for the Tribal Land Act here which has been a significant
issue, because we were saying we have land that is
not optimally economically supporting us. Where you
would have a piece of land in Mogoditshane and on the
opposite side of the fence is Gaborone. Same size of
land you go to Mogoditshane, the value would be P10
and the other side would be P20; twice as much. With
the amendment of the Act we are basically saying no,
that cannot be, every piece of land would be valued
to reflect its value. That in its own is a support of
the economy in the sense that it facilitates you as an
individual should you want to improve your life to be
able to get a mortgage…
MOTION
ADJOURNMENT
MINISTER OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT AND
RURAL DEVELOPMENT (MR TSOGWANE):
Madam Speaker, as we have concluded the business of
today’s Order Paper, I move that this House do adjourn.
Question put and agreed to.
The Assembly accordingly adjourned at 6:01 p.m. until
Thursday 16th November, 2017 at 2:00 p.m.
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